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1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Background  

Sustainable investing has been increasingly interesting for investors. In Europe, only 5% of 

VC investors are not planning to implement sustainability into their investment work and 66% 

are demanding their portfolio companies to report financially material ESG topics (Pitchbook, 

2022). For a clear majority sustainability is an important consideration. Previous research has 

widely considered the earlier parts of the investment process, focusing on choosing companies 

that already fulfil some criteria of sustainability. That research focuses on factors that act as 

enablers for sustainable venture capital investments (Antarciuc et al., 2018), factors investors 

consider when they are screening companies or factors that appear in a investment thesis (Boffo 

and Patalano, 2020; Botsari and Lang, 2020). There is already relatively much research 

covering the various methods of sustainable investing, like screening exclusion, ESG 

rebalancing while investing based on ESG scores, having particular thematic focus or impact 

investing (Boffo and Patalano, 2020; Botsari and Lang, 2020). Boffo and Patalano (2020) 

described these four more in detail. Screening means removing certain companies based on 

their core business focus, such as fossil fuels producers. ESG rebalancing means investing 

based on certain ESG scores and data, while balancing certain risk levels. Thematic investing 

focuses on certain topics, for example investments only towards low emissions. Impact 

investing refers to targeting certain non-financial goals alongside financial ones (Boffo and 

Patalano, 2020). All these ESG-investing styles focus on choosing the right investments rather 

than developing portfolio companies’ operations and practices.  

 

In addition to earlier phases in the investment process of picking companies that already fulfil 

sustainability criteria, venture capital investors have a promising opportunity to affect the 

sustainability performance of portfolio companies during the holding period, which has 

received less attention in research previously. There is some research on how venture capital 

investors act as enablers in making an investment. This type of research focuses on showing 

how venture capital investors support sustainable startups to grow and flourish (Bocken, 2015; 

Bürer and Wüstenhagen, 2008). In the prior research, often the point of view is in the venture 

capital investor: what they do, what they can provide and how these capabilities can help 

startups to succeed. In this study the focus is to add the viewpoint of startups’ needs to this 

equation and discover how well venture capital investors are able to support these needs. This 
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research aim is to shed light on what practices venture capital investors should implement to 

increase the sustainable performance of their portfolio companies directly or indirectly.  

 

The new SFDR regulation is bringing more transparency into funds and aims to create more 

clarity into portfolios’ sustainability claims. As portfolios’ sustainability becomes more 

measurable and comparable, increasing fund’s sustainability might become a competitive 

advantage. There are multiple ways to impact the sustainability of the fund, like to only invest 

in companies passing certain sustainability criteria but as the venture capital funds’ holding 

periods are relatively long, around 10 years, investors also need to concentrate on improving 

the sustainability of companies already in their portfolio.  

 

This study broadens the perspective in terms of startups concerned. Not only the startups with 

core focus to sustainability are examined, but also the ones whose business idea is not build 

around sustainability will be included to the study. This viewpoint will fill the research gap that 

is formed by existing literature merely focusing on how venture capital investors can support 

the startups whose operations already are sustainable.  

 

1.2 Research objective and questions 

The objective of this research is to shed light on startups’ point of view related to improving 

sustainability in their operations. This research aims to identify the main challenges that 

startups with higher or lower sustainability-levels face, the actions that VCs can do to support 

in those challenges, and VCs resources that enable the actions. In this research, the comparison 

of VCs existing capabilities to respond startups’ needs aims to explain how well startups get 

the support they need, whether VCs resources are allocated right, and how the collaboration 

could be improved to support startups to take the next steps within their sustainability journey.  

 

The main research question follows: What would be the most beneficial role for the VC investor 

and which actions VCs should use to meet startups’ needs for improving sustainability? 

 

The main research question aims to find the role and actions that are optimal for the VC to 

support a startup with sustainability challenges that it is facing. To respond the main research 

question, it needs to be broken into smaller separate research questions introduced below. To 

address how VCs could support startups in their sustainability development, the first step is to 
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detect the challenges that startups battle with. There are only a limited number of studies around 

the topic and none of them is clearly addressing the issue from the point of view of the 

challenges that startups face. Bergmann and Utikal (2021) studied the exercises that were 

useful for startups at an accelerator stage, but this study focused to executed exercises rather 

than to the examining the needs of the startups. Also, the accelerator-stage is earlier than the 

companies addressed in this study, so the useful actions might differ. Therefore, the first 

research question aims to detect the most significant challenges startups are facing.  

i. What are the ESG challenges that startups battle with? 

To examine the best ways for VCs to respond the sustainability challenges that startups face, 

VCs capabilities and resources need to be mapped. Large and Muegge (2008) have grouped 

non-financial support under six roles: mandating, recruiting, strategizing, mentoring, 

consulting, and operating. However, this is relatively broad categorization and more detailed 

capabilities should be detected to discuss a suitable role for a venture capital investor. The 

literature review aims to build a base from these existing roles to better categorize the actions 

from the multi-case study. The second research question collects information about the current 

capabilities that VCs hold.  

ii. What are the resources and capabilities that VCs have and what are the actions 

VCs have used support startups in ESG?  

In order to find the most beneficial role for the VC to support a startup, comparison within the 

startup’s challenges and VC’s existing and potential capabilities is needed. When the 

sustainability challenges that startup faces are matched to the resources and actions needed to 

overcome those challenges, the useful resources and actions will be defined. To make sense of 

the VC’s current abilities to support startups and define a capability-based role, the needs are 

compared to the resources that VC already holds and actions it is capable to provide. When the 

useful resources to meet startup’s needs to overcome sustainability challenges are compared to 

the actions and resources missing, the future-role can be defined. By combining these roles, a 

realistic overview of VC’s role will be defined. Therefore, the third research question searches 

valuable combinations of challenges, resources and actions.  

iii. Which of the challenges, resources and actions match and provide the most 

valuable outcomes? 
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1.3 Research design, methodology and scope 

1.3.1 Research design and methodology 

This research contains two parts, a theoretical part relying to prior research and an empirical 

part of the survey and interviews with startups and VCs. The theoretical part builds 

understanding of the role of startups and VCs in sustainable development and the challenges 

that might hold both parties back from developing startup’s sustainability further. Also, the 

theoretical part aims to build understanding of the relationship between a startup and a VC to 

better analyse how that relationship can be enhanced to support startup’s needs related to 

sustainable development. The theoretical part also builds a framework for the empirical part. 

The data in the empirical part is combined from two sources: a survey and interviews. The 

initial data is collected through the survey, and the findings rising from the survey are used as 

a basis for the interviews to enrich those findings and understand underlying phenomena. The 

data was collected and analysed by following Eisenhardt’s method (Eisenhardt, 1989; 

Eisenhardt, 2021) for case selections, within-case and cross-case analysis.  

 

1.3.2 Scope 

The scope of the research is divided for both startups and VCs, separately. Venture capital 

funds are defined by Gompers and Lerner (2001) as follows: “independent, professionally 

managed, dedicated pools of capital that focus on equity or equity-linked investments in 

privately held, high growth companies”. That definition of Gompers and Lerner (2001) is used 

in this research to describe VC. Startups in this research are defined through the VCs, defining 

startups as companies, that VCs have invested in and haven’t exited yet. Therefore, these 

companies can be found from VC’s portfolio. Startups interviewed in the research are European 

by origin, even though some of the companies operate also outside of Europe. The stage of 

these startups is Series A or B for 7/8 of the startups and in addition, there is one company in 

Stage C or later. The stage of the startups is an important limitation, since companies in earlier 

stages would have significantly different resources available in terms of employee count, fewer 

investors as their owners and more focus on finding, for example, a product-market fit. Startups 

chosen to the research all belong to the portfolios of the VCs in the research. All four VC funds 

are based in the Nordics, and they have not been limited in terms of industries preferred, the 

size of the fund or the investment team. The stage in which VCs invest ranges from pre-seed 

to growth, however, there are not any investors only doing pre-seed or seed rounds, but they 
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also participate in later rounds. The geographical coverage of the investment mandates varied 

amongst the VCs, still limiting to Europe at the broadest.  

 

There are various different definitions for sustainability, as the definition of sustainable 

development is heterogeneous (Purvis et al., 2018).  One way to measure the sustainability of 

a company is to examine three different aspects: ecological (E), social (S) and governance (G) 

aspects, that are affected by the operations of the company (Rajesh and Rajendran, 2019). 

According to the European Investment Fund’s report (Botsari and Lang, 2020) ethical or social 

responsibility aspect are the most significant motives for funds to engage with ESG. 

Sustainability can also be defined through the definition of the triple bottom line, meaning that 

operations of a company will satisfy economic, social, and environmental aspects, all at once 

(Bocken, 2015). Business models following triple bottom line will sustain communities and 

the environment, but also simultaneously produce additional economic and societal gains. In 

this study, the sustainability is considered mainly through the model of environmental, social, 

and governmental sustainability. Focus is on both the operations and the outcomes of the 

company, operations meaning startup’s internal operations and outcomes meaning the direct 

external effects of the core business. Environmental and social actions will both be discussed 

through operations and outcomes, but governance aspects will be discussed mainly through 

operations. Environmental operations can be noted as, for example, using green energy, or 

removing flights, whereas outcomes could be, for example, producing technical solutions to 

capture carbon, or sell software that decreases customers’ food waste in the supply chain. 

Socially responsible operations mean in this context e.g., providing safe working conditions or 

reducing non-explainable pay gaps, whereas outcomes could mean providing services that 

increase wellbeing in society. Sustainable governance operations include e.g., anti-corruption 

but also policies, like ESG policy. 
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2 Literature review  

2.1 Startups’ role, interest towards sustainable actions and their challenges 

2.1.1 The role of startups in sustainability  

All companies play a role in sustainability through their operations and outcome of their core 

business. For example, decisions and managing related to employee treatment, paying taxes or 

energy usage can already have sustainability impacts, in addition to the core business’ impact. 

But in addition to the role of a regular company, startups also have unique characteristics due 

to their nature of fast growth and innovative, even disrupting business models. EU has 

described that startups’ have a central role towards sustainable development through innovation 

and new business models (Bocken, 2015).  

 

Startups are having a significant importance in transforming the society and business 

environments towards sustainable operations (Bocken, 2015; Trautwein, 2021). Startups can 

be seen as a platform to challenge the existing routines and schemas, replacing those with more 

effective practises. Startups will be more likely to adapt radical innovation compared to 

multinationals (Bocken et al., 2014), and this radical innovation can be a key to change existing 

behaviour and accelerate broader changes. The business models of some startups, for example, 

related to sharing of resources, are seen as more sustainable than the business models of the 

mature rivalries (Bocken, 2015). Therefore, when these new, more sustainable business models 

replace the old practices, larger part of the market will shift towards having more sustainable 

impact. 

 

Startups have crucial role in creating new markets, which then works as platform for broader 

change (Bocken, 2015). An example of this is shown in the industry of renewable energies, 

that startups have been accelerating. Startups brought renewable energy solutions to the market, 

and therefore, that technology might not have been discovered without startups (Fichter and 

Clausen, 2016). When startups create new market standards that are more sustainable and will 

be later adopted by larger players or multinational companies, the market will be transformed 

to more sustainable. Also, similar transformation will take place when startups capture market 

share from existing players that have less sustainable operations. 
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2.1.2 Startups’ interest in sustainability  

Companies can be roughly divided into three categories based on the priority of social and 

environmental issues as business goals (Schaltegger & Wagner, 2011). The companies having 

highest priority to environmental and social issues are the ones who keep sustainable 

performance at the core of their business. In the middle stage are the companies to whom 

sustainability goals are supplementary to business goals. The ones having lowest priority to 

environmental and social issues are the companies seeing sustainability issues as a trustee duty, 

meaning that they accomplish the minimum requirements, having no internal drive to improve 

sustainability (Schaltegger & Wagner, 2011). This framework can be extended to apply also 

for startups studied in this research, but with some limitations. The first category of companies, 

for example, under the label of sustainable entrepreneurship, with high prioritization of 

environmental and social issues as business goals might not always be a fit for VC investors, 

if environmental and social goals conflict with the level of returns required. However, Bocken 

(2015) sees sustainable entrepreneurship as an aim of balancing the economic, environmental, 

and social goals in the business model, so it would not completely sacrifice the returns and 

would therefore be a suitable business model for a VC-funded startup. Startups in other two 

categories, having sustainability as a supplementary to core business and seeing environmental 

and social issues as a trustee duty fit relatively well to being funded by a VC. 

 

2.1.3 Sustainability challenges startups are facing  

Literature is very limited related to sustainability challenges that startups face. Overall, the 

challenges can be divided into categories of operational, managemental and psychological 

barriers. Smaller companies are often resource scarce (Bocken, 2015), which might create 

challenges to improve sustainability. When there are only a limited number of resources, 

startups focus them to sustain the business, which can mean, e.g., finding product-market-fit, 

product development, sales and marketing, and many more activities that directly contribute to 

the success of the company. Therefore, the resources available for sustainable development are 

diminished.  

 

To succeed, sustainably operating startups will require a certain type of management. Boar-

Boar and Oliveras-Villanueva (2019) argue that sustainable startups require management 

models, that differ from the traditional ones. According to them, the measurement of impact 

should be highlighted in the management of the company and, therefore, e.g., the traditional 

measures of success or ways of marketing will not necessarily work for sustainable startups. 
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Not only do their operations differ, but also their customers and suppliers should be managed 

to adapt to the changes or procedures of sustainable startups (Boar-Boar and Oliveras-

Villanueva, 2019). For example, companies might require sustainability data from their 

suppliers or change the suppliers to match their sustainability criteria. These measurements and 

changes might be completely new for the startup, and therefore the role of a venture capital 

investor supporting the change could be valuable. 

 

2.2 VCs’ role, interest towards sustainable actions and their challenges 

2.2.1 The role VCs have in sustainability  

According to Bocken (2015), venture capital investor can be seen as a key partner for startup’s 

development through VC’s role in accelerating growth and creating value due to the timing of 

the investment within the startups’ development/growth phase and the knowledge that VCs 

have. VCs enable new businesses to emerge and if they invest in startups with sustainable aims, 

they act as an enabler for sustainable performance (Bocken, 2015). VC investors enter the 

ownerships depending on their preferred stage, which can be in early, pre-revenue stage or later 

stage (Jeong et al., 2020). In various stages the role of an VC investor differs, but what is 

common for these stages is that in addition to giving funding for the company, VCs will support 

the growth and success of the startup with their networks and knowledge (Jeong et al. 2020; 

Holtslag et al. 2021). Therefore, startups can leverage the networks of a VC, for example, to 

find new executives, new investors for further rounds or fill information gaps (Gompels and 

Lerner, 2001) and benefit from knowledge related to the market and product (Xu et al., 2020). 

VC’s have been found to have more significant influence over the company than the size of 

their equity ownership would predict (Lin, 2022). What increases the influence is the way of 

VC’s working closely with startups, impacting their decisions e.g., through board positions or 

informal discussions. Providing support for a startup increases the VC’s abilities to affect the 

company’s decision and direction, which other forms of equity holders (e.g. shareholders) 

might lack. Therefore, VC investments can be seen as having a significant importance in 

supporting the sustainable development of startups.  

 

VCs have a critical role in startups’ sustainability due to the stage they enter the ownership 

(Bocken, 2015). At early stage, the startup sets the basis for all further actions and the processes 

– concrete and abstract ones – like strategy, business model and the key products, which might 

be challenging to change afterwards. These decisions also set certain limitations to company’s 
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ability to make sustainable choices in the future (Bocken, 2015). For example, old behavioural 

patterns or technological lock-ins are major factors that might resist change in an organization 

(Ballard, 2005). When VC is supporting the startup during the period of rapid growth, they can 

impact on how various sustainability-related aspects are considered and built to be part of the 

operations early on. Therefore, VC can have more significant impact compared to an investor 

taking the ownership in later stage. For example, for investors entering during an initial public 

offering (IPO) or in sale for a private equity fund, it will be more challenging to impact the 

behaviour and operations of the target company compared to investor joining at earlier stage, 

since the early-stage investor has been able to build the structures already during the growth. 

 

2.2.2 VCs’ interest in sustainability  

There has been an increasing interest towards environmental, social, and governmental 

sustainability amongst investors in the recent years which can be noted as an increased amount 

of capital allocated towards the funds in the area (Lin, 2022). Looking at the development of 

amount allocated to sustainable investment assets in the markets of Europe, US, Canada, Japan 

and Australia, there is an over 50% increase between years 2016 and 2020, and the sustainable 

assets have also been increasing as percentage from total amount of assets (Lin, 2022). 

Pitchbook (2022) reported that globally 69% of VCs have started to actively implement 

sustainability investing practices within the last 5 years, which highlights the rapid growth in 

interest towards sustainability. According to Pitchbook, 59% of the surveyed VCs were 

planning to increase their attention towards ESG risk factors withing the upcoming year, so it 

can be expected the that VCs’ interests towards sustainability will become broader and deeper.  

 

Botsari and Lang (2020) found out in their research for European Investment Fund (EIF) that 

a clear main driver for ESG considerations have been ethical or social responsibility 

considerations, as 75% of the responding VCs in their study agreed with that. Apart from that, 

respondents were motivated to consider ESG information to being able to encourage the 

improvements towards responsible business practices of the companies they have invested in 

(Botsari and Lang, 2020). There are different strategies for VCs to integrate ESG information 

to their investing strategies: negative screening was the most common one with half of the 

respondents using, followed by positive screening and impact investing, 39% and 29% of 

respondents, respectively. Active ownership was implemented only by 21% of the respondents 

and full integration into valuation was preferred by 18%.  
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One reason that has been driving VCs’ interest towards sustainability is the increasing 

regulation. Out of 5 ESG strategies (negative screening, positive screening, impact investing, 

active ownership, full integration into valuation), regulatory topics were mentioned as a top 3 

incentives for 4 categories (Botsari and Lang, 2020). Around 20% of the VCs mentioned that 

regulatory requirements led to development of their sustainable investing program, receiving 

more mentions than for example risk management or business improvements (Pitchbook, 

2022).  

 

2.2.3 Sustainability challenges VCs are facing  

The most common sustainability challenges that VCs face with their portfolio companies are 

related to measuring and comparing non-financial and financial data. Geobey et al. (2012) 

present three most significant challenges in evaluating non-financial impact as defining i) 

limitation over measuring, ii) combining different values of investors, and iii) managing costs 

while pursuing the two abovementioned challenges. Limitations over measurement include for 

example, to what extent measure impact to groups that are not directly involved to the business 

activity, which upsides and downsides should be included in the analysis (Geobey et al., 2012). 

There is also a challenge of how to balance various non-financial metrics with financial ones 

to translate the impact into comparable format. According to Bocken (2015) a major challenge 

for venture capital investors considering sustainable investments is being able to identify 

companies that would also yield to positive financial returns in addition to positive impact to 

society and environment. The challenge that Bocken (2015) describes also touches the ability 

to equally compare financial and non-financial impact in addition to the challenge of finding 

profitable investments with positive environmental and social impact. Also Lehner et al. (2018) 

noted the challenge of measuring impact transparently. These decisions will be made according 

to the values of the investor, and often the opinions might be heterogeneous. Also, addressing 

these issues and definitions is a question of resources for the investor, so also available time 

and budget might limit the decision making (Geobey et al., 2012). Pitchbook’s Sustainable 

Investment Survey (2022) highlights the same findings as Geobey et al. (2012), as 42% of the 

VCs told that it is challenging to measure and define the impact outcomes and over 37% saw 

difficulty of benchmarking non-financial goals as one of the most significant challenges in 

sustainable investing. These two challenges were the most common ones, as all other 

challenges were chosen by less than 30% of the respondents (Pitchbook, 2022). Challenges in 

universal measurements are shown also in the responses from Botsari and Lang (2020) where 
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VCs gave reasons why they do not consider ESG criteria, as difficulty to quantify ESG 

information was agreed by 31% of the respondents. However, limited internal resources and 

lack of expertise was number one reason amongst the responding VCs, chosen by 32% (Botsari 

and Lang, 2020).  

 

2.3 The relationship between startups and VCs 

Through funding there is already a relationship between the startup and the VC. In this chapter 

these relationships are examined to understand what kind of limitations and possibilities 

existing relationships set and provide for possible expansions to better support the sustainable 

development of startups. First general classification of non-financial support is discussed 

alongside with possible limitations of the relationship. Next, existing ways to support startup’s 

sustainability through VC-startup-relationship is examined.  

 

2.3.1 General classification of support from VC to startup 

Large and Muegge (2008) listed eight ways for venture capital investors to support startups in 

addition to the financial support and these can be divided to internal and external factors. The 

external roles are legitimization and outreach. Legitimization refers to enhancing the credibility 

of a startup through making an investment and showing that the investor is trusting the 

company’s future success. De Lange and Valliere (2019) have also researched the changes in 

legitimacy after investments have been made, finding that venture capital investors have a 

legitimating role. An exception were sustainable startups, that didn’t gain additional legitimacy 

after the investment. Outreaching means introducing and connecting startups to external 

stakeholders and promoting them in the VC’s network that can lead to e.g., new sales or 

investments, a few benefits to mention.  

 

Internal roles were related to recruiting, mandating, strategizing, mentoring, consulting, and 

operating (Large and Muegge, 2008). Recruiting role means providing VC’s networks and 

knowledge to be utilised when the startup is looking for new recruits. Mandating is defined as 

the VC introducing terms and measures to direct or steer the management’s focus towards right 

objectives. Strategizing role means providing support for business planning and strategies and 

focusing on longer-term vision. Mentoring role is defined as giving guidance, coaching, and 

motivating. It is described as being informal, especially compared to strategizing activities. 

Consulting activities mean more formal advice, information, or view to a some specifically 

defined topic. This advice evolves from strong expertise and is often specifically requested by 
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the company. Operating role means active participation in the daily activities of the company, 

e.g., by planning, monitoring, and managing. (Large and Muegge, 2008) By applying these 

factors to the questionnaire, the startups’ needs, and VCs’ capabilities can better be categorised 

and accessed with concrete examples.  

 

The nature of financing startups with venture capital is cyclic, as the company raises money in 

stages. The cyclicity provides VC investors a tool to measure and incentivize companies for 

sustainable development, as the VC can set various targets as conditions for future financing 

rounds (Lin, 2022). In addition to more traditional, growth- or revenue-based targets, VCs can 

include sustainability-related targets that should be fulfilled in case additional funding is 

required. This can motivate the startup to meet the set thresholds and increase the sustainable 

action in the company. However, this tool based on external motivation might not create long-

lasting changes. If the targets are purely set outside of the company, they might not 

accommodate those being part of the operations after the targets are not supervised anymore, 

for example, after an exit. 

 

2.3.2 Existing ways to support sustainability in the VC-startup relationship  

Bocken (2015) described that in the present moment, one way for VCs to support development 

of sustainable businesses was to enrich the ordinary advice with support for reaching the triple 

bottom line, and another was to leverage their networks. Bocken (2015) saw that for the future 

there would be a need for VCs to develop their mental models and act through additional 

actions. Changes for mental models would be seen in the adaptation to slower returns as an 

exchange of improvement in startups’ social and environmental factors. Bocken (2015) sees 

that VCs need to challenge the existing investment formats and develop new ones to meet the 

needs of the sustainable businesses.  

 

An example of how startups can be supported in sustainable development is studied by 

Bergmann and Utikal (2021). They present findings of how an accelerator can support the 

sustainable development of a startup. Bergmann and Utikal (2021) highlighted three main 

phases related to knowledge. First stage includes providing new knowledge for the company, 

for example, in form of workshops or trainings. The second stage includes building capabilities 

to adjust to the new knowledge through coaching e.g., by providing support for analysis or 

connecting to experts. The third stage is to support the company to apply the new knowledge 

into practice e.g., through exercises in which they plan the integration process. Exercises that 
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startups found useful were concrete tools, networks, and knowledge. Examples of concrete 

actions were support to calculate startups’ CO2 footprint or pushing startups to reflect their 

operations to find which UN SDGs they are linked. Startups also had demand for impact-

assessment tools that are easy to implement. In addition to the concrete tools, the value of the 

networks was highlighted, as those were seen useful for exchanging knowledge but also as 

getting emotional support. Examples that were found useful were peer-to-peer learning and 

gaining knowledge about environmental laws and legislation. Other impacts that were found 

to be useful were getting contacts to potential customers and partners to gain knowledge about 

customers’ willingness to pay and finding application for technology (Bergmann and Utikal, 

2021). These findings concern an accelerator that is investing at an earlier stage than venture 

capital investors, that are in the focus of this study, and hence, the startups in an accelerator are 

in a less developed stage than when they become viable for venture capitalists to invest in. 

However, these work as a good benchmark for venture capital investors and can also be helpful 

when venture capital investors are supporting startups with limited experience about 

sustainable development.  
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3 Methodology 

3.1 Research design  

This research is a multi-case study that aims to build theory through findings from multiple 

cases within the same phenomena. The cases have similarities but also differences and 

analysing such cases results to consistent findings that are also generalisable. This study 

follows the research design for multi-case study combined by Eisenhardt (1989) and the 

process is described in Table 1.  

 

Table 1: Research process description based on Eisenhardt’s (1989) theory 

 
Step Activity 

Getting started Definition of research question 

Possibly a priori constructs 

Selecting cases Neither theory nor hypotheses 

Specified population 

Theoretical, not random, sampling 

Crafting instruments and Protocols Multiple data collection methods 

Qualitative and quantitative data combined 

Multiple investigators 

Entering the field Overlap data collection and analysis, including field 

notes 

Flexible and opportunistic data collection methods 

Analysing data Within-case analysis 

Cross-case pattern search using divergent techniques 

Shaping Hypothesis Iterative tabulation of evidence for each construct 

Replication, not sampling, logic across cases 

Search evidence for “why” behind relationships 

Enfolding Literature Comparison with conflicting literature 

Comparison with similar literature 

Reaching Closure Theoretical saturation when possible* 

* Topic not covered in this research 

 

Research design follows the Eisenhardt’s (1989) theory shown in Table 1 above. At the 

beginning the research questions are defined and theoretical background is formed from 

previous academic literature. The framework from Large and Muegge (2008) works as a priori 

framework to which the findings are compared. Next, participating population is specified, 

after which the exact cases are chosen by theoretical sampling, using matching pairs and polar 
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types (Eisenhardt, 2021). Once the chosen cases are in place, specified methods for the data 

collection are defined: the survey and interviews for VCs and startups, as well as interviews 

for the experts. Multiple investigators are included as with two startups and a VC, there were 

two respondents instead of just one. The two-phase structure formed by the survey and the 

interviews allows for a flexible data collection as well as overlapping data collection and 

analysis. The data analysis from the survey can already be started prior to entering the interview 

and therefore knowledge gained in the survey part can be used to enrich the knowledge 

gathered for the case by discussing and challenging the previous findings during the interviews. 

The first data analysis after the survey categorised the initial data and formed a framework for 

the interviews as well as a basis for the main data analysis. After the interviews the previous 

analysis is enriched with new data in the main data analysis. The main data analysis consists 

of two parts: within-case analysis and cross-case analysis. In the data analysis part, the research 

questions are analysed for different groupings of startups, VCs, and triads, which ensures a 

thorough iterative analysis across various cases. The findings from the within- and cross-case 

analyses helps to understands the reason-result-relationships in the studied cases and shape the 

hypotheses. Next, implications to the academic literature are sought, with comparing 

conflicting and similar literature. Theoretical saturation is not clearly defined in the research, 

but according to Eisenhardt (1989) 4 to 10 cases is suitable number and the research includes 

4 VCs, 8 startups and 3 experts so it can be seen reaching sufficient theoretical extent. 

 

3.2 Data 

3.2.1 Case and condition selection 

Data collection is designed to best serve the scope of the research and the used methods. In 

multi-case theory building approach the investigated cases will be carefully selected to provide 

rich occurrence of searched phenomena but also the sample includes enough differences for 

building sufficient theory and improving the generalizability of the results (Eisenhardt, 2021). 

In this research, the cases are startups and VCs and those are carefully selected. Theoretical 

sampling allows to choose two exact startups from a VC’s portfolio, one with higher ESG level 

and another with lower, instead of choosing at random companies from the portfolio to examine 

the phenomena of different methods to support these companies.  

 

Case selection is completed mostly by using matching pairs and polar types (Eisenhardt, 2021). 

Matching pairs method is used to choose the VC-startup-triads and to describe the process of 
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investigating the subsequent processes of them having similar characteristics. Each triad has 

one VC and two startups. One of the startups has high ESG characteristics and the other startup 

has mid-to-low ESG characteristics, and due to the composition, all these four triads have 

similar characteristics. All four triads are examined and compared to each other during the 

cross-case analysis in this research. Polar types -selection design is used to select the startups 

from the VCs’ portfolios. From each portfolio, there was chosen one startup that would have 

higher sustainability level in their operations and another startup that would have a lower one. 

Both startups still have multiple common factors as they have been chosen by the investor to 

the same portfolio, but they have different characteristics related to sustainability. Also, these 

startups can be grouped by the level of their sustainability and there making comparison 

between the two groups also utilized the polar types -selection. Multiple different sets or 

compositions can be drawn from the same collection of cases that chosen selection will provide. 

Different compositions are illustrated in the Table 2 below.  

 

Table 2: Groups for cross-case analysis 

 Combination 1 Combination 2 Combination 3 Combination 4 

 

Triads 

 

VC 1 

Startup 1.1 (high-ESG) 

Startup 1.2 (mid-low-

ESG) 

 

VC 2 

Startup 2.1 (high-ESG) 

Startup 2.2 (mid-low-

ESG) 

 

VC 3 

Startup 3.1 (high-ESG) 

Startup 3.2 (mid-low-

ESG) 

 

VC 4 

Startup 4.1 (high-ESG) 

Startup 4.2 (mid-low-

ESG) 

Grouping 4xStartup (high-ESG) 

4 VCs 

4xStartup (mid-low-

ESG) 

4 VCs 

  

 

Criteria for dividing startups to high and mid-low ESG-level groups is based on the VCs’ 

understanding, the interviews and information given by the startups themselves directly. Pre-

screening was done before choosing the interviewed startups and it has been based on the 

viewpoint of the VC. The data collected in the survey was meant to enrich the findings of the 

VC and ensure whether the selection criteria was supported also after the startups had been 

telling their viewpoints. The aspects considered were how startups itself rated the ESG-effect 

of the company within scale from 1 to 10, whether they have allocated the ESG responsibilities 

in the company, the VC’s opinion whether the startup had more developed or less developed 

operations around sustainability, and whether the company’s core business had positive ESG-

effects. To be categorized as a high level of ESG in operations, company must have rated their 
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ESG level 6 or above, they must have allocated human resources to ESG, the VC must have 

stated that the company is seen to have relatively advanced ESG operations. The company’s 

core business having positive ESG effects is considered as a plus. The number of startups 

fulfilling each criterion can be seen from Table 3 below.  

 

Table 3: Criteria for ESG grouping 

 

Rating ≥ 6 
ESG-responsibilities 

allocated 

VC’s opinion 

support high ESG 

Core business 

affects 

Number of startups 5 7 4 4 

 

3.2.2 Data collection and sources 

Data collection will be completed in three parts: questionnaire-based research, qualitative 

research, and expert interviews. There were 8 startups and 4 VCs participating to the survey, 

and 7 startups, 3 VCs and 3 experts participating the interviews. One startup and one VC were 

unable to attend the interviews and therefore the number of participating startups and VCs 

decreased when moving to the interview-phase. Before data collection, the literature review is 

completed to form a basis for the questions used in the following phases. Questionnaire-based 

research includes collecting data from startups and venture capital funds through a set of pre-

defined questions with a survey. In the next phase, these same startups and venture capital 

funds will be interviewed to shed light on the findings from the first phase. In the third phase, 

three experts are interviewed to triangulate the knowledge gathered from startups and VCs as 

well as to gain objective perspective, as the experts themselves are not included to the 

investment work. The experts have different backgrounds. Two of them support startups, 

growth companies and/or VCs with legal work, and one is working as a sustainability 

consultant. Experts with legal background fill the gap related to mandating activities. Those 

were not mentioned in the survey and were therefore left out from the Table 6. All experts also 

have understanding of the upcoming SFDR regulation, and they were able to review VCs’ and 

startups’ capabilities to meet the regulatory requirements.  

 

In the first research phase of collecting and analysing survey results, the interest is directed to 

finding what kind of factors are the most challenging ones in sustainability for startups, which 

practices VCs already provide to support startups in sustainability challenges, and which 

practices they could support with their resources. In the qualitative phase these findings are 
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validated and enriched with open comments. In the qualitative phase the research aims to find 

relationships between the challenges that startups face, actions that VCs use or could use to 

support startups’ sustainability, and resources that VCs have.  

 

The data required for the research is collected from 4 venture capital funds and 8 startups, 

resulting in choosing 2 companies from each of the four venture capital funds’ portfolios. The 

venture capital funds chosen for the research vary in terms of level of sustainability-expertise, 

as some have more advanced practices in terms of having a person dedicated for ESG topics, 

having signed commitments like PRI, or having data and tools available for the startups. By 

choosing multiple startups from one portfolio, we increase the replicability of the results and 

increase the veracity of the observations. The two startups from each portfolio are chosen to 

represent companies with different degree of sustainability’s priority in their current 

operations. Picking startups with different interests towards sustainability shows up how the 

VC can best use the same resources to support companies with different challenges.  

 

3.2.3 Initial data collection – questionnaire  

The type of the survey differed based on whether the participant belonged to VCs’ or startups’ 

group. For both groups, the structure of the survey was similar. The questionnaires can be found 

from the Appendix. In the first part there were questions about the background of the company 

and the level of ESG (for VCs the level of ESG was in the separate part), the next part was 

accounted for questions related to the relationship between VCs and startups, and the last part 

focused on preferences related to various supporting activities. There were 40 questions for 

startups and 37 questions for VCs. The survey questions can be divided to two categories: ones 

that were based on previous literature and the ones that were not based on academic 

frameworks but were formed to collect new information.  

 

In the survey focused for VCs, there were four parts altogether. The first part “Background” 

consisted of three questions that focus on getting basic information about the fund related to 

the industry and investment stage. The second part “Level of ESG in portfolio” had 10 

questions, 2 of which were open field and 8 single choice questions. In this part, the main aim 

is to collect data how the fund itself sees its sustainability, how it has been measured and 

whether there is much variation in the sustainability aspect of the portfolio companies. Also, 

there are two questions focusing on the resources the VC has allocated to support ESG factors. 
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In the third part “Relationship between startups and VCs” there are 18 questions, 12 of which 

are open field questions,5 single choice questions and 1 multi-choice question. In this part, the 

main aim is to search for different actions that VCs have used to support startups’ sustainability 

and how significant those actions have been. Other themes in that part are the sustainability 

challenges that portfolio companies are facing, general roles of VCs and startups in sustainable 

development and resources to support startups´ sustainability. In the last part “Preferences of 

various supporting activities” there are 6 questions, where VCs are asked to rate six different 

activity types based on whether they prefer that activity to be used supporting sustainability. 

Activities have been categorized to six groups after the general classification of support 

mentioned in chapter 2.3.1. 

 

The questionnaire focusing on startups has been divided into three parts. The first part 

“Background” consists of 11 questions, focusing on basic characteristics of the company and 

breaking down the ESG operations of the company. In this part, the company is asked to 

evaluate the sustainability development that they have gone through after the first time they 

have taken VC funding and discuss the VCs’ effect to that development. There are 2 open 

questions, 8 single choice questions and 1 multi choice question. In the second part, 

“Relationship between startups and VCs” startups are asked to evaluate what are the five most 

significant sustainability-related actions that venture capital investors have been able to support 

them and evaluate the significancy of each task between 1 and 10. They are also asked to 

evaluate the challenges they face related to sustainability, and how they would see the role of 

VCs in supporting development of sustainability. There are 17 questions in the second part, 10 

of which are open questions, 9 single-choice questions and 1 multi-choice question. The third 

part, “Preferences of various supporting activities”, consists of 12 questions, all of which are 

single-choice questions. In the third part, startups will evaluate their attitudes towards various 

activities that VCs can use to support the sustainability of the startups. Similar to the VC survey, 

the activities in this survey have been categorized after the general classification of support 

mentioned in chapter 2.3.1, and startups are asked whether they prefer those activities when 

the aim is to increase their sustainability and whether they have experience of any of their VCs 

using those activities.  
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3.2.4 Supplementary data collection – interviews 

After the initial data is collected through the survey, that data is enriched with supplementary 

data collection through the interviews. The interview questions were based on the knowledge 

gathered by analysing the survey answers. The interview basis was built to startups and VCs 

separately, but it had similar structure. Also, there were a few expert interviews conducted to 

deepen the understanding and triangulate knowledge creation. The questions used in the 

interviews were are listed in the Appendix.  

 

The interview consisted of two parts: general and company specific parts. In the general part, 

all startups and VCs had the same questions among their group whereas company-specific part 

had unique questions for each company. The questions in the general part were built around 

testing and strengthening the knowledge gathered in the survey phase. Challenges, resources, 

and actions collected in the first phase were validated through presenting those findings to all 

participants and investigating whether those resonated with the challenges, resources, and 

actions they have faced. By triangulating the responses and presenting broad range of answers 

the participants were able to recognise challenges, resources, and actions that they did not name 

when they were relying solely on their own memory. It can be assumed that the challenges, 

resources, and actions mentioned in the interview phase better reflected the reality compared 

to the first phase alone, since the participants were able to choose the answers that they gave 

in the first phase if those were the ones best reflecting their situation, but could also broaden 

their choice to the options they did not think of in the first phase but that describe their situation. 

The questions in the company-specific part strengthen the overall data collection and 

knowledge building, as the survey data is enriched with deeper insights, opening the 

mechanisms, and thinking processes behind the whole phenomena of sustainability amongst 

startups and VCs ability to support them in that journey. 

 

The questions in the startups’ general part concentrate to investors’ resources, challenges that 

startups face and actions that investors have done to support startups’ ESG operations. At the 

beginning, startups will be shown all resources that investors can and have provided, these can 

be found from Table 5. They are asked which of these resources they would find useful in 

overcoming the challenges they are facing right now, which provides data to form an answer 

to research questions 2 and 3. Further in the interview, startups are asked which of the collected 

actions their VCs have used, and which would be helpful in supporting the increasing of 

sustainability in their operations. 
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3.2.5 Initial data analysis – post-survey 

In the first part of the data analysis the survey answers were broken down to initial findings. In 

the initial analysis, the main focus was on finding the challenges that startups are facing, 

resources that VC investors have provided and actions that VCs have utilised to support the 

sustainability of the portfolio companies. All these were open field answers, so for each of the 

three categories, answers submitted by both investors and startups were merged. From the three 

data sets combining all challenges, resources, and actions, answers were simplified and similar 

or overlapping answers were merged. For example, in the actions-part various trainings were 

described as such: trainings (best practices, CEO days, seminars), Sustainability trainings, 

training (diversity & HR), training (carbon footprint). As these all four different expressions 

described trainings that VCs provided to their portfolio companies, these all were replaced with 

broader expression “organize ESG trainings (diversity, inclusion, HR, sustainability, best 

practices, carbon footprint)” that covered all the previous expressions. This simplification will 

lose certain level of detail, but it will make the data easier to use in further analysis.  

 

After the cleaning of data, categorization was made to support the sense-making from the data. 

Categorizations for challenges, resources and actions are shown in Table 4, Table 5 and Table 

6. Some of the expressions could have fitted to multiple categories, but those were placed to 

the category describing them best. The challenges were divided to four categories: general, 

environmental, social, and governmental challenges. General refers to challenges that are 

relatively broad and cannot be clearly labelled under any of the other three categories. The 

resources were divided to three: share to companies, organizing inhouse and other. The first 

categorization describes resources that the investor can give outside-in to the company and 

these resources are relatively scalable. The second categorization means resources that require 

more work from investor on the spot and the scalability of these resources is relatively low. 

The third categorization consists of rest of the mentioned resources. The actions were 

categorized to six different categories, that were based on the general classification of the 

support discussed in the chapter 2.3.1: mandating, recruiting, strategizing, consulting, 

mentoring, and operating. Mentioned activities were found to belong to five out of six of those 

categories, so the one category receiving 0 mentions (mandating) was left out of the final 

presentation of categorization of activities. All the separate expressions were numbered to 

make it easier to mention them in the interviews, numbers do not indicate any importance or 

significance. In addition to going through challenges, resources and actions, all answers were 
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read through and ones requiring further explanations or raising further questions were flagged 

to be discussed in the interview.   

 

Table 4: Challenges that startups are facing, collected from startups and VCs 

 General Environmental Social Governmental 

Challenges 1. Lack of benchmark 

data 

2. Find the most 

relevant themes for 

the company for 

ESG strategy 

3. ESG reporting 

4. Creating a fully 

transparent supply 

chain ESG 

assessment across 

all product 

categories 

5. Lack of resources 

6. Measure where 

company is at the 

moment 

7. Developing ESG 

strategy and setting 

goals 

8. Creating 

sustainability 

network 

9. Understand what 

company can do to 

increase 

sustainability 

1. Carbon footprint 

related 

(calculations, 

reduction etc.) 

 

1. Lack of board's 

diversity 

2. HR practises 

(recruiting, 

diversity, equality, 

and inclusion etc.) 

3. Employees have 

limited time to 

focus on 

developing 

sustainability 

4. How people can be 

encouraged to 

participate 

5. Stakeholder-related 

responsibility 

issues / demands 

6. Ensure company's 

platform is used to 

promote diversity 

 

1. Dividing the ESG 

responsibility in 

organization 

2. Handling internal 

incidents and 

conflicts 

3. Identify future 

ESG-requirements 

from different 

stakeholders 

 

 

Table 5: Resources that VCs’ have provided, collected from startups and VCs 

 Share to companies Organizing inhouse Other 

Resources 1. Templates (to define ESG 

goals, for board discussions) 

2. Knowledge to suggest topics 

to board meetings 

3. Investor provides internal & 

external reports (studies, 

white papers, presentations, 

reports, education etc.) 

4. Providing own tool for 

companies to use 

5. Information how to detect 

and prevent ESG-negative 

events e.g. fraud 

6. Internal sustainability person 

/ team 

7. Frequent ESG calls with the 

investor 

 

1. Conduct internal and 

external surveys & analysis 

2. Organize workshops / panels 

on specific subjects 

3. Interviews (stakeholders 

etc.) 

4. Ensuring the business 

operations are professionally 

run 

 

1. Supporting company 

governance 

2. Time 

3. Budget 
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Table 6: Actions provided by VCs, collected from startups and VCs 

 Recruiting Strategizing Consulting Mentoring Operating 

Actions 1. Support 

diversity at 

the board and 

management 

team levels 

2. Diversity 

recruiting 

1. Strategy to 

decrease CO2 

emissions 

2. Support with 

ESG strategy / 

policy / action 

plan / goal 

setting 

3. Bring ESG 

topics part of 

the company's 

board 

meetings and 

annual board 

clock 

4. Influence to 

sustainability 

through board 

work 

1. Carry out 

ESG analysis, 

measure 

(diversity, 

eNPS etc.) 

2. Benchmarks 

for ESG data, 

processes and 

ways of 

working 

3. Organize ESG 

trainings 

(diversity, 

inclusion, HR, 

sustainability, 

best practices, 

carbon 

footprint) 

4. Support to 

create and 

develop ESG-

documents 

(cultural 

handbooks, 

code of 

conduct etc.) 

5. Provided tools 

(for 

measurement, 

templates) 

6. ESG 

consultation 

 

1. Frequent calls 

to support 

ESG 

2. Networking 

among 

portfolio 

companies on 

ESG (e.g. 

through 

workshops) 

3. Encourage to 

tackle 

sustainability 

issues 

4. Pushing for 

communicatin

g about 

sustainability 

5. Supporting 

with 

certification 

assessment 

 

1. Best practices 

to include 

ESG / impact 

agenda to 

fundraising 

pitch 

2. Calculating 

carbon 

footprint 

3. Connect 

companies 

with ESG 

experts 

4. Support on 

governance 

issues 

5. Conducted 

stakeholder 

interviews 

related to 

sustainability 

topics 

6. Require 

companies to 

allocate more 

budget to 

ESG hiring & 

internal 

development 

 

 

3.2.6 Main data analysis – post interviews 

The main data analysis consisted of making sense of the information gathered from the 

interviews, enriching that with details from the survey. In the main data analysis, all the 

interviews were transcribed so that various cases could be compared and analysed together. 

From the transcription, in case of a startup, there were sorted the viewpoints of faced 

challenges, resources helping with the challenges and actions that VCs have used, whereas in 

the case of a VC there were picked the mentions to resources that could help to overcome 

challenges, existing resources and actions that VCs’ have used. Those mentions were 

transferred to table format, so that various cases could be compared. Once the data was in the 

table formats, there was within-case analysis and various comparisons between groups 

mentioned in Table 2 in the cross-case analysis. 

 

The first part of the main data analysis is the within-case analysis (Eisenhardt, 1989). In the 

within-case analysis, each startup and VC is reviewed, building comprehensive understanding 
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of each company as a standalone entity. This description broadens the understanding of 

characteristics of the companies and helps to detect similarities and differences between the 

companies in the next analysis phase. Understanding underlying factors in each company helps 

to better analyse the choices, that will be summarised and analysed in the following cross-case 

analysis. Cross-case analysis is completed for five groups: startups with higher level of 

sustainability in their operations, startups with lower level of sustainability in their operations, 

VCs, triads of one VC and two startups, and all startups and VCs together. The cross-case 

analysis is divided into three categories according to the topic: same cross-case setups are 

analysed for the challenges, resources, and actions. Reasoning behind selection of different 

cross-case analysis groups is based on Eisenhardt’s method (Eisenhardt, 2021) and the case 

selection is described in more detailed in the case selection part in 3.2.1. 

 

The main analysis part aimed to finding existing relationships between the themes arising in 

the interviews. From the transcripts there were noticed common themes and those descriptions 

were categorized under the labelled themes in the findings section. A priori framework used in 

the research has been the listing from Large and Muegge (2008) of ways for venture capital 

investors to support startups, especially focusing on internal roles of VCs. Those six roles: 

recruiting, mandating, strategizing, mentoring, consulting, and operating, were used as a 

guiding principle to define the actions that VCs used to support startups’ sustainability. 
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4 Findings 

4.1 Background information of the participants  

The questionnaire also collected some general background information about the participating 

startups and VCs, which can be found from Table 7. To sum how significant influence VCs 

have had to the development of sustainability operations in their portfolio companies over time, 

startups were asked in which year they first took venture funding, excluding angel funding. 

Further questions focused to the level of their sustainability operations at the present moment 

and at the time they first time took venture funding. Startups were asked how the VCs have 

influenced the development of company’s sustainability operations between the present 

moment and the time they first time took venture funding. The options for VC investors’ 

significance to the described development were divided into four categories: significant, 

moderate, little, no influence. Each category received a weighting: significant influence 1, 

moderate influence 0.67, little influence 0.33, no influence 0. These weights are used to further 

calculate the VCs abilities to support sustainable growth. Provided value over time can be seen 

as function of change in ESG (C), Significance (S) and years passed from the first VC funding 

round as following:  

𝐶 ∗ 𝑆

𝑌
 

This provided value over time is calculated for each startup in the Table 7 below. The topics 

are further discussed in within-case analysis in 4.2.1. 

 

Table 7: Basic metrics from startups participating the research, collected via survey 

Startup 

number 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

ESG level 

at the 

moment 

8 5 5 9 6 9 7 5 

Significance 

(coded) 
1 0 1 0,67 0,33 0,67 1 0,33 

ESG level 

change * 

Significance 

/ Years 

passed 

2,5 0 2 0,22 0,17 0,45 0,75 0,19 
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4.2 Case analysis 

This part includes the results gathered in the interviews, enriched with data from the survey. 

First the knowledge from all startups and VC investors is built through the within-case analysis, 

after which patterns from cross-case analysis are recognized.  

 

4.2.1 Within-case analysis 

Startup 1   

Startup 1 has been able to improve their sustainability over the years and VC has played 

significant role in that development. Startup 1 was categorised as having high sustainability 

agenda. The first VC investment has been made in 2020 and within that period of time they 

have been able to raise overall sustainability from 3 to 8 in a range from 1 to 10. Provided value 

over time from VC, 2.5, marks the highest from the compared group. The influence of VC can 

especially be seen in understanding the broader picture of where the company stands in terms 

of sustainability, where it should be aiming and provided network for the company to utilise. 

Finding the most significant themes for ESG strategy and lack of resources were challenges 

highlighted by the startup. They are hoping to receive clear communication about the 

sustainability requirements of the VC.  

 

Startup 2 

Startup 2 has had a slight improvement in their overall sustainability from 3 to 5 points from 

2019 until the date and it has been categorized as having less developed actions around 

sustainability. Business success is prioritised over sustainability for them. They indicate that 

investors haven’t influenced at all to the development of their sustainability rating. The main 

driver to improve sustainability have been the requirements coming from the customers and 

based on customer feedback, startup has already improved documentation to match the 

information customers need from their suppliers. Overall, there is lack of structure related to 

sustainability and the startup is about to build more structured approach for sustainability, 

aiming to build an ESG strategy. There have now been bottom-up attempts to support 

sustainability, also unconscious ones, and there is notable interest for further sustainability 

attempts. Benchmark data is seen important, and VCs are hoped to provide that. Also, clear 

communication about what kind of ESG efforts the investor is expecting the startup to execute 

is highlighted by startup 2.  
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Startup 3 

For startup 3 the level of sustainability has increased from 3 to 5 out of 10 in just a year and 

investors have had significant role in getting these considerations started, but overall level of 

sustainability is still relatively low. Responsibility over sustainability is shared amongst other 

tasks and they do not have anyone in charge of sustainability. Outside pressure has initiated the 

interest and actions towards sustainability, as startup considers sustainability being an 

competitive factor in the future, seeing customers’, employees’ and investors’ progressive 

interest driving it.  Startup sees measuring where they stand at the moment as a crucial step for 

them, and the investor has been providing concrete tools for measurements. Startup believes 

that next they would benefit most from understanding the bigger picture and what is concretely 

included into sustainability, which would help to kick off other processes further and 

understand themes that are relevant for the company. However, they have received support 

more on operational level and the viewpoint should be shifted to strategic level. Startup also 

highlights the importance of benchmark data in mapping where they should aim.  

 

Startup 4 

This company has rated their overall sustainability today to 9 out of 10 when it was 8 back in 

2019 when they first time raised VC funding and VC has had moderate effect in this 

development. Company’s core business supports sustainable operations and sustainability is 

noted and implemented in various divisions throughout the company, but they do not have 

general sustainability manager. VC investors have offered support but many of these issues 

have already been covered by the startup, e.g., they have already measured asked indicators, 

and therefore investor couldn’t have brought up significant improvements. The most significant 

ESG challenges startup is facing are lack of resources and improving diversity, especially 

amongst the board and management team, but the startup has already received beneficial 

support from VC related to diversity recruiting and general sparring. VC has also been 

communicating their expectations related to sustainability well and the startup is grateful for 

that. Next step for the startup is to examine sustainability further: what impact company 

actually makes and how would the supply chain look like without impact of the startup.  

 

Startup 5 

This startup has been categorized as a one that has had relatively high operations around 

sustainability and their core business has positive sustainability impact, however the company 

has estimated that their overall level of ESG operations is 6 out of 10. They are lacking a 
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comprehensive view of there the ESG operations of the company and are therefore working to 

create a broader ESG report. Startup has clearly been disappointed that they have got only a 

little support from the VCs related to sustainability and the startup would have longed more 

from them.  

 

Sustainability is integral part of their core business and therefore the roles of CEO and ESG-

manager overlap, as the CEO concerns the sustainability impacts of the core product/ service 

closely. That has caused confusion of the responsibilities of the ESG-manager, as the person 

has not been invited to the strategy meetings, giving unclear signals to whether the company 

truly addresses sustainability issues. Also, even in a company that has sustainability as their 

core business, it seems that some employees think sustainability as an add on, even though the 

business model itself has positive impact. The lack of diversity is an issue, and the startup sees 

that it should be prioritized. Also measuring of CO2 emissions is seen as a challenge. The 

startup hopes to receive concrete support, like templates to be able to collect data more 

extensively. Startup sees networking would be a great support while creating ESG documents 

so that VC could organize a working group from all startups battling with same issues. 

 

Startup 6 

This startup is categorized as a lower activity of ESG operations, however they have rated the 

level of their ESG-operations increasing from 7 to 9 out of 10, in three years. Further interviews 

or clarification for these ratings from this startup itself could not be made as they hadn’t 

responded to any of the interview invitations. The most significant challenge that startup faced 

was how to encourage people to participate to ESG-actions. Their VCs have had moderate 

influence for their sustainability improvements and most significant action has been 

encouragement to tackle sustainability issues.  

 

Startup 7  

Startup has been categorized as having relatively strong ESG focus, and their core business has 

positive ESG impacts. First time startup received VC funding in 2018, and they rated their 

ESG-level been 4 out of 10 back then, as currently they view it as 7 out of 10. Startup sees  that 

VCs have significantly influenced to that development. Company has developed ESG 

documentation, and their agenda was to share it with all employees so that the ESG principles 

would be implemented throughout the organization. Next step for the company is to hire a 
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higher-level executive to take over building of sustainability department, which is seen 

important as company is broadening their product range.  

 

From the challenges, startup says that they can recognize almost all of the presented challenge-

options, even though they have already made efforts in the area. Company sees that building a 

sustainability network has been a challenge for them and that often the knowledge will be 

shared to the highest management, even though the network should be within the employees 

actively working with sustainability operations, as they experience that knowledge doesn’t 

easily transfer from top down. Therefore, startup would benefit from VCs’ networks e.g., in 

recruiting. Another challenge is that company doesn’t have a direct measure for emissions, so 

they will constantly operate with outdated data, as the emissions need to be separately 

calculated and the company grows fast, so operations change continuously. Startup aims to 

vertically deepen their sustainability data and understand better the impact of their products. 

Startup sees that VC could help to support improving sustainability by providing concrete tools. 

Those save time from the startup, as there are no best practices to new sustainability operations 

yet, and the startup doesn’t need to use time to search best practices when they can use tools 

that a VC provides.  

 

Startup 8 

This startup is categorized as having mid-level actions towards sustainability and their own 

rating of sustainability is now 5 when it was 1 when they first took VC funding in 2015. They 

see that VCs have had little influence in that development. The core business of the company 

has also sustainable aim, but company sees that they are still in early days with their 

sustainability journey and are planning to publish a full ESG report next year. As their 

employees are already relatively well motivated to forward sustainability actions, now the 

company is looking for expertise and processes to create right actions. Startup doesn’t have a 

specific ESG manager, since they have shared the responsibilities amongst a working group. 

They have relied on consultants while doing an investigation of their ESG operations through 

e.g., interviews to staff and stakeholders as well as gap and materiality analysis.  

 

Challenges for the startup is facing are lack of benchmark data, improving diversity and 

recognizing whether the level of reporting is enough or should they do more. Also collecting 

emission data would require more support from investors. Investors have been supporting the 

company in various ways, as some have given support for strategic thinking whereas some 
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others have given more operational guidance and governmental support. Their VCs have been 

providing mentoring and informal support, as well as some tools and benchmark data. VCs’ 

networks have been useful in getting connection to consultants.  

 

Venture Capital firm 1 

This venture capitalist has been building their own processes and operations to support 

sustainability of portfolio companies. They have team members specified for ESG agenda, but 

in addition to that, they educate all investment teams about the sustainability themes. For 

internal use, VC has been building ESG-tools that must be used in all first-time investments, 

but those are encouraged to be used also in broader contexts with the portfolio companies. VC 

sees that sustainability is no longer a competitive advantage but rather a requirement from 

various stakeholders. As an example, some companies listed to the stock exchange already 

have high sustainability criteria for their suppliers, also software providers, so B2B companies 

have to take into account these requirements. VC 1 sees that especially the later stage and 

institutional investors have included ESG topics into their investment criteria and therefore 

lack of ESG reporting might limit the startup’s options when raising growth rounds.  VC sees 

that many of their portfolio companies have some aspects of sustainability agenda in place, but 

broader sustainability strategy is challenging to form. VC sees that for the startups it is better 

to use external services like consultants to implement the sustainability strategy, but 

simultaneously they see that some operations need to be done internally, as those require such 

a deep understanding of the startups’ operations and industry.  

 

In addition to supporting diversity recruiting, VC has been using their network various ways to 

support the sustainability improvements in their portfolio companies. They have also provided 

benchmarks and raised ESG topics in board meetings. VC has also been sharing some 

frameworks and been supporting in building one for the company as well as provided own 

reports or research made by in-house analysts, which they see useful as startups are scarce on 

resources. VC has also been educating their own team to better support the startups in certain 

themes. VC sees that startups should better utilize the measures they are already using. For 

example, if startup is measuring diversity, they should consider the type of diversity that 

benefits them most and instead of concentrating to general measures, they could consider 

different ways of diversifying.  
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Venture Capital firm 2 

This VC company had to step out from the process after the questionnaire, so the research is 

lacking interview from this VC. The VC has relatively high focus on sustainability, as they are 

having specified experts supporting the portfolio companies with any ESG matters. 

 

Venture Capital firm 3 

This VC has focus on sustainability, as they have collected ESG data from their portfolio 

companies and consider ESG as part of their due diligence process. At the moment they are 

reshaping roles in their internal organization to release more time for the ESG topics. They 

have allocated most of their support to issues falling under social category but have also 

supported with ecological and governmental challenges. Allocation of resources reflects their 

preferences, as VC sees that the social and governmental challenges should be emphasized 

primarily and ecological issues after those. VC has noted a clear change in how the ESG themes 

have been addressed as overall awareness has been increasing. Ratings have been given lower 

scores in some categories than for example a year ago, as startups have better understood the 

magnitude and depth of the ESG-themes and can now understand that actions they thought 

were sufficient a year ago, actually were not. VC sees that challenges that startups see crucial 

depend on their geographical location as well, as in US companies put a lot of weight for 

diversity and inclusion (D&I) themes whereas in Europe companies focus on ESG, but the VC 

sees that D&I themes are more and more considered also in Europe.  

 

As the fund invest to startups in an early stage, those companies are often just shaping their 

strategies and have small teams, indicating scarce resources. At this stage VC sees that they 

can’t demand accountability from the companies, as the resources are focused to ramp up the 

business and ESG considerations would be current in growth or buyout stages. As startups in 

VC’s portfolio are in an early stage, that VC haven’t seen themselves having capabilities to 

influence carbon footprint, as startups are in the stage of framing their business model and 

considerations to carbon footprint have not seen current.  

 

VC 3 has been highlighting sustainability issues in board discussions and directed startups to 

implement sustainability throughout the organization. They have also provided templates and 

helped to build structure around ESG strategies.  
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Venture Capital firm 4 

This VC has internal resources for ESG, and they have raised ESG topics with many of their 

portfolio companies. They have certain structures around ESG, for example questions in the 

DD phase and aim to create ESG KPIs with each of their portfolio companies. Questions and 

concerns coming from the startups have been more on general level and VC has had to push 

startups to consider sustainability. VC 4 sees that they had possibilities to provide all resources 

shown in the Table 5, and have already provided many of them for their portfolio companies. 

However, providing some of those is more challenging than others, and for example accurate 

benchmark data might be challenging to gather.  

 

The VC has had quite strong influence on portfolio companies when building principles and 

strategy around ESG. VC has been using many of the actions shown in the Table 6. They see 

board work crucial in supporting startups and they have also supported startups to build more 

structured board agenda and included ESG to it. VC considers that each of the actions shown 

in the Table 6 would be useful for their portfolio companies.  

 

Experts 

Experts have seen that VCs are increasingly aware of sustainability themes and that has been a 

shift in attitudes. For example, the ESG-working group of Finnish Venture Capital Association, 

founded around 2015, has received increasingly more interest in the last years compared to the 

start. However, experts see that even though VCs see sustainability as more important 

nowadays, it is still a challenge to define capabilities and what are reasonable actions for both 

startups and VCs themselves. When it comes to startups, the experts have varied opinions of 

how important startups see sustainability. One expert thought that startups raise sustainability-

topics in the discussions, but abilities to act might be limited. Another expert thought that 

startups can be divided to two groups, ones that are born sustainable and have sustainability in 

their core business, and the others that do not hold sustainability as a key focus area, whereupon 

it will not be actively improved. More detailed description about attending expert scan be found 

in 3.2.2.  
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4.2.2 Cross-case analysis 

Motivation to sustainability 

In the interviews each startup and VC was asked how companies should get started with 

sustainability approach. Most of the interviewed companies mentioned that the motivation for 

sustainability should be coming from within the startups. Internal motivation was seen crucial 

in order to sustainability to be implemented well. To reach the internal drive, companies should 

understand why the sustainability is important to them. However, external push was not seen 

negative and quite opposite, even beneficial one, as long as the VC or external stakeholder 

would not direct the company to a chosen path. 

 

“ESG agenda should reflect the areas where we and our stakeholders feel are important as a 

collective, but sort of the driving and the doing has to come from us.”  

 

“Honestly the most helpful thing that we've had to drive the ESG agenda forward was when 

one of the [investment banking analysts] gave our target price at 5% haircut because we didn't 

have anything to report on when it comes to ESG.” 

 

However, there is a slight conflict between the current situation and their opinions, as startup 

drives sustainability mainly as a result of external pressure, even though they see that 

sustainability should be emerging inside of the company to be implemented well. According 

to one startup, in an optimal situation the sustainability is driven from within the company, but 

it can also be supported with external pressure. One startup considers that sustainability is 

something that every company should have on their agenda while reaching a certain maturity. 

Sustainability is considered important even amongst companies that themselves do not yet have 

that developed sustainability operations.  

 

According to a VC, industry has a directive effect to which ESG-topics startups focus their 

attention, for example software companies seem to have given more focus on social and 

governance aspects, as environmental side is seen as irrelevant. Many SaaS companies have 

mentioned the challenge of measuring the environmental side and described that there is a lack 

of finding e.g., partner to measure CO2 emissions from a digital platform, and therefore it 

might be easier for them to pass the challenging issues. Also, one expert saw that if startup’s 

core business is to produce physical products, which requires natural resources or large 

amounts of electricity to be produced, they might have wanted to not to consider sustainability 
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due to their core business. Expert sees that for these companies it might be hard to admit that 

they need to change. However, in service business, companies might see that they have no need 

to change their operations as they do not consume physical resources.  

 

Another topic that all parties were asked in the interviews was managing and implementing 

sustainability into operations. There was a clear common understanding of how sustainability 

should be managed and implemented to the startups’ operations. Sustainability should be an 

integral part of company’s strategy and implementing sustainability to strategy gives a strong 

signal to the entire company that sustainability is seen important and not just an add-on. 

Therefore, a person being in charge of sustainability should participate in shaping the strategy. 

 

“If I am not in some of the strategy meetings makes me realize is sustainability ultimately 

important to those at the top if I'm not invited to those meetings” 

 

To implementing sustainability, collaboration between the different divisions is required. The 

entire management team should show support and lead with example when it comes to 

sustainability questions, and that way spread the actions to the entire organization. VC sees that 

the management of sustainability should be organized so that there would be a person or team 

in charge of sustainability function, but the actions and targets would be implemented through 

the organization and various teams, so that the responsibility over all actions would not be 

poured over individual persons. As an example, one startup implemented sustainability 

measures as a collaboration between sustainability and analytics teams. “If you think about 

customer responsibility, you have to think about marketing, the product side and sales, so the 

responsibility should be throughout the organization, even though the core competence and 

ownership should be somewhere inside the company” 

 

Challenges 

In this part, startups have chosen the challenges that correspond to the challenges they meet, 

and VCs have chosen challenges that they would have resources to solve. The maximum rating 

for the significancy of the challenge is 4, which means that all participants in the group have 

marked the challenge significant. The tables are sorted to show the challenges and the number 

of participants that have marked that they are facing the challenge (startup) or which they have 

resources to solve (VC). Startups are sorted depending on whether they have higher 

sustainability level or less advanced sustainability practices. The number of respondents per 
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group is 4 for VCs, 4 for startups with higher sustainability level and 4 for startups with lower 

sustainability level. Therefore, altogether there are 8 startups and 4 VCs responding. For 

questions based on interviews only the number of participants in the certain responses may 

differ, but that is highlighted for each such table separately.  

Table 8: Challenges that startups face, categorized by level of sustainability 

Challenges Higher 

sustainability 

startups 

Lower 

sustainability 

startups 

Employees have limited time to focus on developing 

sustainability 
4 

 

Find the most relevant themes for the company for ESG 

strategy 
3 

 

Creating a fully transparent supply chain ESG assessment 

across all product categories 
3 

 

Lack of resources 3 
 

Lack of benchmark data 3 3 

Measure where company is at the moment 

 

3 

Developing ESG strategy and setting goals 

 
3 

 

In Table 8 startups ranking high in the sustainability rating were naming ESG challenges that 

were the most significant for them. These challenges consist of fundamental problems that 

startups face, like lack of resources and employees’ limited time, basic sustainability challenges 

(lack of benchmark data and finding relevant themes for ESG strategy). However, they also 

named more advanced sustainability challenge of creating an ESG assessment of supply chain 

of various product lines. These chosen challenges reflect the various problems startups with 

higher sustainability rating are facing. Some companies are still struggling with finding the 

relevant themes, whereas others have made the strategies and are looking for the best ways to 

implement the changes and broaden the scope, while resources are limited. Finding the most 

significant themes for ESG strategy of the company marks as one of the toughest challenges 

for startups to overtake at this point and one VC has supported solving this challenge by 

providing data from their own ESG DD of the company and connecting to external persons 

that can support forming of ESG strategy. “It was pretty clear when they had marked different 

topics with traffic lights. This topic is fine, this one a bit yellow and this one is red. Based on 

that analysis I created a stakeholder questionnaire to collect more data and confirm whether 

those really were the most important themes or not.”  An external expert sees that finding the 

most important themes and understanding ones’ role might be challenging for startups. Finding 
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themes that really have impact in the operations of the startups and which startup is capable of 

might be challenging. An expert also sees that startups prioritise getting the core business up 

and running and with limited resources it is challenging to balance different objectives. 

 

For startups with low to mid sustainability level, the most significant challenges are all coming 

from the General-category and more focusing on the basic principles of building a relevant 

sustainability strategy. Measuring where the company is at the moment, comparing that to 

benchmark data and creating an ESG strategy based on that are all linked to achieving a 

sustainability plan. One startup sees measuring where they stand at the moment as a crucial 

step for them, and the investor has been supporting measurements with e.g., providing tool to 

calculate carbon footprint. Another startup has a digital platform as their core business and they 

see collecting emission data as a challenge, since their emission causing operations are less 

tangible and coming e.g., from hosting services. Developing ESG strategy and setting goals 

has been noted to be a challenge for companies with less advanced sustainability operations, 

partly due to the lack of structure and ESG roles it’s hard to take the first steps. Mapping the 

relevant themes is an important stage and here support from investors would also be needed, 

for example in form of organizing workshops to recognize sustainability challenges that need 

tackling. One startup believes that VC could act as a motive for sustainable actions and push 

to get the ESG work kicked off in the startups through guidance and mentoring, but they don’t 

see that VCs would be in a position to provide solutions for all of their portfolio companies.  

 

“After the VC has joined, we have become aware that sustainability will probably be an 

important part of our business in the future.”  

 

“You invest in different kind of companies in different status. So I think it would require quite 

a lot of work from an investor perspective to come up with something that would fit all. And 

I'm afraid that that would not fit anyone.”  

 

After these challenges have been overcame and startup has basic sustainability strategy, they 

might start facing the challenges that startups in the first group (high sustainability) were facing 

related to implementing these targets and broadening the scope of scrutinizing the 

sustainability.  
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VCs 

The challenges that VCs saw being solvable with their existing resources could loosely be 

divided to four themes – creating an ESG strategy with relevant goals, reporting, HR practices 

and lack of diversity. Challenges were relatively varied and focused on more to the social aspect 

than the challenges chosen by the startups. A VC sees that in their portfolio, startups have 

sustainability structures in various sectors/ operations, like Code of Conduct in place, but 

overall sustainability strategy is often missing. Challenge is to find a leading thought in the 

ESG strategy and communicate it both internally and externally. Even though some startups 

already have sustainability-angle, it might not be encompassing enough for impact-investors. 

Investors’ requirements for sustainability vary and level that is enough for one might not be 

enough for others, so startups shouldn’t trust too blindly for their existing investors’ 

requirements. 

 

“Certain investors will want to be net zero emission companies in practice within a certain 

period of time, so yes it guides and forces. If this type of investors are wanted, then yes, it must 

be reflected in the ESG strategies and goals and emission reductions of those [portfolio] 

companies [we are looking to get funded]. You must be able to show the CO2 calculations. --- 

Especially if the market gets tighter over there and money no longer comes from the doors and 

windows for everyone, then these types of things start to separate those companies from each 

other” 

 

VCs felt that they had resources to affect diversity issues withing the startups, especially lack 

of diversity in the board, which was found to be an issue to some startups. One startup sees that 

diversity is a challenge that needs to be addressed first. Lack of diversity is a challenge that 

detracts startup’s global credibility, as startup sees that if it is willing to achieve a position as a 

global leader, it also needs to look global and attract diverse talent. “If we are going to be 

leaders in sustainability and equality, we need to look at equitable and diverse.” Diversity is 

acknowledged problem and company has created e.g. a diversity policy, but the lack of depth 

is present in diversity so that diversity is not truly addressed and there is only a small group of 

truly diverse talent. Another startup sees that diversity is not an easy issue to fix and it requires 

plenty of efforts before it starts to carry out itself. A startup sees that it has a team that considers 

diversity as part of people operations through e.g. diversity recruiting and ensuring gender 

equality analysing pay gaps and these efforts have paid off as last year almost 50% of their new 

hires were female, which is an increase compared to history. They see that diversity also 
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improves customer experience and encouraging diversity has brought new customers for them. 

One industry expert sees that diversity of the board and management is crucial and therefore it 

is positive that VCs have capabilities to support that. Expert sees that sustainability demands 

multiple different viewpoints and questioning, and therefore it is important that there are people 

with various ways of thinking “sustainability relies were much on the ability to look the 

company outside in”. 

 

VCs saw that they have resources to support ESG reporting. According to an expert, bringing 

reporting to the company requires well thought through process to prevent the companies from 

drowning under the reporting requirements. The expert sees that risks lies in companies using 

the time into reporting and there will be no time left for the actual actions, which might kill the 

excitement. Also, if the reporting is done mainly outside of the company, like led by VC or 

some expert, it might be that the actions found in the reporting do not implement to the 

company. 

 

Table 9: Challenges which VCs have resources to solve 

Challenges 
VC 

out of 4 

Find the most relevant themes for the company for ESG strategy 3 

ESG reporting 4 

Developing ESG strategy and setting goals 4 

Lack of board's diversity 3 

HR practises (recruiting, diversity, equality, and inclusion etc.) 3 

 

Also, there were a few challenges that none of the VCs noted that they would have resources 

to solve (Table 10). The challenges of lack of resources and limited time were commented to 

be universal problem amongst startups, but VCs didn’t see themselves having the resources to 

solve those challenges and also those were seen as part of the characteristic of startups’ general 

challenges. In one startup, the lack of resources was holding back the implementation of 

sustainability in the organization, especially at the level of broader understanding in the 

company, ESG was seen as a phrase, but deeper understanding of proper meaning for the 

company was missing amongst the employees. The lack of resources and knowledge has been 

patched by involving consulting team to shed light on what the sustainability means for the 

company and how the actions will be implemented to the everyday work. One startup has been 
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focusing towards improving the core business e.g., launching new markets and as the ESG 

responsibilities have been shared to people also in charge of the core business, they haven’t 

had resources to concentrate towards ESG improvements. Lack of time and prioritizing 

business issues over sustainability ones are holding the company back from advancing the level 

of ESG practices. Startup has been able to overcome the previous challenges by resourcing and 

recruiting right talent to the team. 

 

“There is all the time lack of resources, so then it's just a ruthless prioritization of what to 

focus on and what not. And then prioritization of the development of sustainability, which is 

important in the long run, but often does not create an impact in the short term. And it's always 

hard to prioritize things like that, when you often tend choose things that are important also in 

the short term.” 

 

Table 10: Challenges that VCs have no resources to solve 

Challenges VC 

out of 4 

Creating a fully transparent supply chain ESG assessment across all product 

categories 

0 

Lack of resources 0 

Employees have limited time to focus on developing sustainability 0 

Stakeholder-related responsibility issues / demands  0 

 

 VCs did not see that they would have resources to broader impact assessment, and as the 

startups having higher sustainability level named that as a crucial challenge, they should find 

another way to reach those resources, which could be external consultants. Stakeholder-related 

responsibility issues or demands were not seen as a challenge that VCs would have resources 

to solve, but as VCs are also included to startups’ stakeholders, they could actually affect their 

own demands. In example, as VCs saw that they had resources to support ESG reporting, that 

was seen as a challenge from startups’ side as well as a demand coming from a stakeholder, 

further supporting with ESG reporting. One startup is planning to deepen their sustainability 

analysis to measure impact at the product-level. They see a lack of resources for such a detailed 

analysis and are therefore searching support from consultants. Lack of resources and employees 

limited time for sustainability development were also seen as problems that VCs would not 

have resources to solve. Increased costs are  one concrete example. One VC saw that the ESG 

challenges that companies face are continuing and changing as companies overcome previous 
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challenges. Therefore, VC sees that whether startup finds a solution for the challenge depends 

on how much resources they are willing to utilize. In example, one startup would have wanted 

to solve a question related to human resources, but to be thoroughly solved, they would have 

needed to consult a lawyer and decided not to proceed due to cost reasons. 

 

Triads 

In this section, participants form triads such that each triad is a combination of one VC and two 

startups, with the startups coming from the VC’s portfolio. The “S” section means the response 

of the startups and an answer of 2 means that both startups of the triad had chosen the option, 

1 means that either of the two choose it. Empty section means that neither of the startups in the 

triad chose the option. For VC in the triad, 1 means that the VC chose the option and empty 

section means that VC didn’t choose it. If startups’ and VC’s views are aligned, there are 

numbers in the same row, and if both startups chose it, views are strongly aligned . As stated 

in the beginning of the chapter, startups responded which challenges they face and VCs to 

which challenges they have resources to respond. 
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Table 11: Triads for challenges 

  
Triad 1 Triad 2 Triad 3 Triad 4 

  Challenges S VC S VC S VC S VC 

General Lack of benchmark data 2 1 1 1 1  2  

Find the most relevant themes for the company 

for ESG strategy 2 1 1  1 1 1 1 

ESG reporting 1 1  1  1 1 1 

Creating a fully transparent supply chain ESG 

assessment across all product categories 2    1  1  

Lack of resources 2  2    1  

Measure where company is at the moment 1  1  1  1 1 

Developing ESG strategy and setting goals 2 1 1 1  1 1 1 

Creating sustainability network 1   1   1 1 

Understand what company is able to do to 

increase sustainability  1  1     1 

E Carbon footprint related (calculations, reduction 

etc.) 1  1  1 1 1 1 

S Lack of board's diversity 1 1 1  1 1  1 

HR practises (recruiting, diversity, equality and 

inclusion etc.) 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 

Employees have limited time to focus on 

developing sustainability 2  2  1  1  

How people can be encouraged to participate 2    1   1 

Stakeholder-related responsibility issues / 

demands  2      1  

Ensure company's platform is used to promote 

diversity 1      1 1 

G  Dividing the ESG responsibility in organization 2 1 1    1 1 

Handling internal incidents and conflicts 1     1  1 

Identify future ESG-requirements from different 

stakeholders 2 1 1  1   1 

 

For the first triad, there were five challenges in which the VCs resources would match for the 

challenges faced by both startups, which is clearly most from the triads. In addition to that, 

there were many challenges that only startups raised but VC was lacking resources to support 

them. However, there were no challenges to which VC would have resources but either of the 

startups didn’t see as a challenge. That would mean that VC had optimized their resources to 

match the startups’ challenges, but also that the VC build their ESG resources based on the 

startups’ needs. There were five challenges that both startups were facing, but that VC did not 

have resources to solve. These would be something to consider for the VC, that they could 

broaden their resources for these areas to better support startups needs. 
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In the second triad, there are no challenges that both startups would have seen significant, and 

VC would have resources to solve. It could be so, that some challenges are actually outcomes 

of earlier challenges, that remain unsolved. For example, in the Triad 2, VC saw that they could 

support with ESG reporting, but the startup hadn’t measured where they are at the moment, so 

they could not report that when they don’t measure that. There the resources of a VC’s could 

not be used before the challenge of measuring where the company is at the moment. is solved. 

If a VC is only focusing on improving reporting, that might not work until the previous 

challenge is solved. Therefore, they should recognize the bottle neck challenges and build 

capabilities to support those challenges,  

 

In Triad 3, there are no challenges that all parties would have chosen, but there are 6 challenges 

that none of the participants choose. One explaining factor can be that one startup in the triad 

had only chosen one challenge, which reduces the options for common choices and increases 

the possibilities of common blanks. In this triad we can also see the same phenomena as in 

Triad 2, that startup has marked measuring as a challenge, whereas VC marked ESG reporting. 

 

In the fourth Triad, there are no common challenges mentioned nor common challenges that 

all parts would have left out. There is only one challenge that both startups would have chosen, 

which explains why there are no common choices between all three. Such varied preferences 

indicate that the two portfolio companies have very different needs.  

 

All groups 

When looking at the challenges, that have been raised to be the most significant amongst all 

startups, three themes can be seen: lack of benchmark data, lack of resources and finding the 

most relevant themes for ESG strategy. One startup highlighted the importance of benchmark 

data as a guiding principle “Even though we could measure where we are, we can only guess 

where we should be in some point of time.” Benchmark data is something VCs are hoped to 

provide, especially comparison across the portfolio combined with connecting to peers that 

have succeeded in the certain areas is encouraged by one startup. Benchmark data could then 

be used to compare where you stand and highlight activities that stand out to see whether those 

would be applicable to rest of the portfolio companies. It would also be beneficial for the 

investor when all companies can benefit from someone’s ideas and this would rush the entire 

portfolio further. “If you are falling behind it would be great to be able to say this company's 

doing a really good job, you can talk to them, or this is what they're doing, they're performing 
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better than you.” One startup has also been filling questionnaires from VCs but received no 

analysis or summary back. This would be an easy way for an investor to combine portfolio-

wide answers as a benchmark for the companies to see how their responses compare to rest of 

the portfolio. 

 

VCs saw that they do not have any resources to support startups with a lack of resources. One 

expert thought that lack of resources is really common challenge for startups, since 

sustainability is topic of operational development rather than a time-critical task, during the 

period of rapid growth there are plenty of fires to be extinguished and as developmental tasks 

tend to be set aside: "a company can manage three important topics at the same time, and if 

sustainability is not among these three, then it doesn't really happen". Even though VCs should 

not take the operational approach and start to solve the resource problem right away (as 

operational approach was low in parties’ preferences), they could try to solve those other ways 

(motivating the management, mandating).  

 

Table 12: Ratings of challenges by 8 startups and 4 VCs, as all startups and VCs included 

Challenges 
Startups 

out of 8 

VC 

out of 4 

Lack of benchmark data 6 2 

Find the most relevant themes for the company for ESG strategy 5 3 

Lack of resources 5 0 

Employees have limited time to focus on developing sustainability 6 0 

 

 

Resources 

The tables in this section show the resources and the number of participants seeing that such 

resource would be useful in overcoming the challenges they are facing (startup) or which they 

could deliver (VC). Startups are sorted depending on whether they have higher sustainability 

level or less advanced sustainability practices. The number of respondents per group is 4 for 

VCs, 4 for startups with higher sustainability level and 4 for startups with lower sustainability 

level. Therefore, altogether there are 8 startups and 4 VCs responding. For questions based on 

interviews only the number of participants in the certain responses may differ, but that is 

highlighted for each such table separately. 
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Table 13: Resources that startups find useful in solving the challenges that they face, categorized by level of sustainability 

Resources Higher 

sustainability 

startups 

Lower 

sustainability 

startups 

Knowledge to suggest topics to board meetings 3  

Organize workshops / panels on specific subjects 3  

Frequent ESG calls with the investor 3 2 

Providing own tool for companies to use  2 

Internal sustainability person / team  2 

Ensuring the business operations are professionally run  2 

 

From Table 13 we see that the resources that startups with high sustainability rating see useful 

in tackling the challenges they face are all related to increasing knowledge in the startup. These 

startups are clearly open to hear VCs’ point of view and they are willing to let the VC affect 

what kind of topics are raised to the concern. These startups seem to trust their VCs in 

sustainability matters, as they let them guide which topics to discuss. An expert saw that VC’s 

ability to bring sustainability topics to board meetings is crucial in developing startups’ 

sustainability further. If a VC tells that these topics are important, but they do not give any 

accreditation to executed actions or do not raise any those into board agenda, it gives confusing 

signals. 

 

For startups with lower sustainability rating, there were no resources that would have received 

3 or more mentions, so their opinions were quite varied. Those resources that received 2 votes 

were amongst different themes, as there were concrete tools, support from VCs’ sustainability 

resources and general, less sustainability related resources mentioned.  

 

VCs 

There were two resources, knowledge to suggest topics to board meetings and time, that all 

VCs mentioned being able to provide. 3 out of 4 VCs were able to provide templates, organize 

workshops, support company governance, and provide budget for companies. The two themes 

that all VCs picked were quite broad and do not necessarily require deep knowledge from 

sustainability. Overall, these mentioned resources were on focusing on supporting startups in 

the sustainability-related execution and decision making, mentioning only two concrete 

actions.  
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Table 14: Resources that VCs have 

Resources VC out of 4 

Templates (to define ESG goals, for board discussions) 3 

Knowledge to suggest topics to board meetings 4 

Organize workshops / panels on specific subjects 3 

Supporting company governance 3 

Time 4 

Budget 3 

 

Related to the knowledge to suggest topics to board meetings, one VC has invested in their 

own knowledge and education around sustainability. VC sees that it is important that all 

employees have some level of understanding of the ESG-topics, so they can then push these 

topics further in the board. VCs have had ready-made templates that they can share to the 

startups, but one VC has also dedicated their time to support company to build a template fitting 

their needs. Another VC is activating the startups by building structure around ESG-measures 

and practices. They provide various templates, for example how to build own ESG goals, how 

to detect fraud and misuse of funds, using of which also supports company governance. 

Another VC has been suggesting tools such as Employee Net Promoter Score (eNPS), to detect 

possible sustainability issues. eNPS covers both employees and customers and gives a 

benchmark where the company stands both internally and externally and points out which areas 

require further development. An expert sees that VCs have resources to support through 

providing ideas to which elements should be included when startups are thinking about 

sustainability and provide some guiding questions and structure to get started with. One VC 

sees that organize trainings or workshops from specific topics, for example how CO2 emissions 

can be calculated from concrete production, is the best way to help startups. An expert thought 

that supporting company governance is really important early on so that startups get used to 

having models for company governance. If a startup grows without governmental structure, 

there starts to become barriers for further growth due to the lack of structure. Also, the expert 

sees that management structures of the company are a one building block for its sustainability.  
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Triads 

In this section, participants form triads as a combination of one VC and two startups, with the 

startups coming from the VC’s portfolio. The “S” section means the response of the startups 

and an answer of 2 means that both startups of the triad had chosen the option, 1 means that 

either of the two choose it. Empty section means that neither of the startups in the triad chose 

the option. For VC in the triad, 1 means that the VC chose the option and empty section means 

that VC didn’t choose it. As stated in the beginning of the chapter, startups responded which 

resources they would see useful in overcoming the sustainability challenges they face and VCs 

which resources they can provide. 

 

Table 15: Triads for resources 

  
Triad 1 Triad 2 Triad 3 Triad 4 

  Resources S VC S VC S VC S VC 

Share to 

companies 

Templates (to define ESG goals, for board 

discussions) 2 1   1 1  1 

Knowledge to suggest topics to board meetings 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 

Investor provides internal & external reports 

(studies, white papers, presentations, reports, 

education etc.) 
2 1      1 

Providing own tool for companies to use 1 1 1  1  1 1 

Information how to detect and prevent ESG-

negative events e.g. fraud 1    1 1  1 

Internal sustainability person / team 1 1 1    1 1 

Frequent ESG calls with the investor 2 1   1  2 1 

Organizing 

inhouse 

Conduct internal and external surveys & analysis 2 1     1 1 

Organize workshops / panels on specific subjects 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 

Interviews (stakeholders etc.) 2       1 

Ensuring the business operations are 

professionally run 1      2 1 

Other Supporting company governance 1 1   1 1  1 

Time  1  1  1  1 

Budget 1  1 1 1 1  1 

 

As can be seen from Table 15, in triad 1, there were 4 resources that VC could provide and 

both startups in the triad found useful, so VC can already support the startups with some of the 

problems they are facing. There was only on resource (interviews conducted by VC) that 

startups would have found VC’s resources being useful, but VC did not see themselves having 

capability to provide. There was only one resource (time) that the VC could provide but startups 

did not see that being useful. Overall, these responses reflect that VC’s resources are relatively 
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well utilized and startups have similar view to which kind of support they need. Each of the 

resources was chosen by some of the parties, and therefore, there were no common empty 

choices. In this triad, startup was open for support, and it seemed that they had thought through 

what kind of support was needed. It seemed that communication between the startups and VC 

was working well, as VC had matched the resources for 4/5 of the resources both startups found 

useful. In triad 2, there are no common resources that VC could provide and both startups 

would find useful, but partly this can be explained by one startup picking only one of the 

resources, which then leaves only a little room for common choices in the combination. Also, 

there are no resources that only the startups would have named.  There was one resource (time) 

that the VC had mentioned having but the startups hadn’t noted being important for them. 

Overall, the VC had reported having quite small number of resources from the choices 

available, so that also contributed to the low number of matches. In this triad, there were 8/14 

resources that neither the VC nor the startups mentioned. In the third triad, there are no choices 

from one startup, so therefore there cannot be any full triads. If we compare only the other 

startup and the VC, there are 5 matches and only 2 resources that startup had mentioned but 

VC hadn’t. Therefore, in this triad startups’ needs differ significantly. For triad 4, there were 

only two matches even though the VC had chosen being capable to provide each of the 

resources shown. In this triad the needs of the startups seemed to differ, as one startup had 

chosen only two resources being useful for them whereas the other had chosen the same two 

plus five more. It seems that the VC has lot of resources, but startups can utilize only a handful 

of those.  

 

All groups 

The preferences between startups were divided and overall companies marking high for 

sustainability mentioned 24 resources whereas startups with lower sustainability operations 

mentioned only 15 resources. Therefore, on average, a high sustainability startup mentioned 6 

whereas startup from another group mentioned 3,75 resources.  

 

Table 16: The resources categorized by startups’ needs, added with VCs’ ability to provide such resources 

Resources Startups VCs 

Providing own tool for companies to use 4 2 

Frequent ESG calls with the investor 5 2 

Organize workshops / panels on specific subjects 4 3 
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Table 17: The resources categorized by VCs’ ability to provide the resources, added with startups’ needs 

Resources VCs Startups 

Templates (to define ESG goals, for board discussions) 3 3 

Knowledge to suggest topics to board meetings 4 3 

Organize workshops / panels on specific subjects 3 4 

Supporting company governance 3 2 

Time 4 0 

Budget 3 3 

 

The resources that startups would find relevant do not match well with the resource that VCs 

have. First of all, the startups had divided preferences, as the resource that received most 

mentions was mentioned by 5 out of 8 and the two next preferred resources only received 

mention form half of the startups. When grouping the resources according to the startups’ 

preferences, it can be seen that VCs meet the startups needs according to the proportion, as 2 

out of the 4 VCs had marked being able to provide “own tool for companies to use” and 

“Frequent ESG calls with the investor”, which received mention from 50% and 63% of the 

startups, respectively. According to an expert, natural way of implementing sustainability into 

operations is important and frequent calls related to sustainability with the investor are a really 

valuable tool, since VCs should give support and be available once the management wants to 

spar and discuss what sustainability means to them. A tool for companies to use was 

highlighted especially when VC requested reporting, so startup would be hoping to receive 

concrete support, like templates, to complete these requests.  

 

Resources that VCs were able to provide received only little interest from the startups. All four 

VCs mentioned that they can provide “Time” and “Knowledge to suggest topics to board 

meetings” but these were found useful by 0% and 38% of the startups, respectively.  

 

Actions VCs have used  

In this part the experiences of startups and VCs will be compared in terms of what kind of 

actions there has been from the VCs’ side to support sustainability. This section shows the 

actions used to support sustainability and the number of participants seeing that such action is 

used by some of their VCs (startup) or which they have used (VC). Startups are sorted 
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depending on whether they have higher sustainability level or less advanced sustainability 

practices. The number of respondents per group is 4 for VCs, 4 for startups with higher 

sustainability level and 4 for startups with lower sustainability level. Therefore, altogether there 

are 8 startups and 4 VCs responding. For questions based on interviews only the number of 

participants in the certain responses may differ, but that is highlighted for each such table 

separately. 

 

Table 18: Actions that startups have faced 

Actions 

Higher 

sustainability 

startups 

Lower 

sustainability 

startups 

Support with ESG strategy / policy / action plan / goal 

setting 
2  

Carry out ESG analysis, measured ESG (diversity, eNPS 

etc.) 
2  

Benchmarks for ESG data, processes and ways of 

working 
2  

Organize ESG trainings (diversity, inclusion, HR, 

sustainability, best practices, carbon footprint) 
2  

ESG consultation 2  

Frequent calls to support ESG 2  

Networking among portfolio companies on ESG (e.g. 

through workshops) 
2  

Encourage to tackle sustainability issues 2  

Pushing for communicating about sustainability 2  

Calculating carbon footprint 2  

Diversity recruiting  2 

 

The group of more sustainable startups has altogether received 27 actions, which are amongst 

various different themes. When summarizing the most common actions received, the highest 

number of mentions per action was two (out of 4 startups) and there were 10 actions that got 

two mentions. Support with ESG strategy and long term-planning is found to be used and 

useful. Startup sees that the external viewpoint of an VC is useful in detecting blind spots and 

waking up the company if there are issues, they haven’t detected. In example, VCs have pushed 

company to measure and report their emissions and produce ESG documentation. Positive 

pressure from VCs is seen important, as they can guide the company and keep them on the 

right track towards long term plans. “For sure it happens that we get stuck in our daily business 

or we don't see things because we're so used to it, right? So maybe a fresh pair of eyes would 
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help us.” According to an expert, networking amongst portfolio companies is seen as a great 

way to share best practices and experiences. It helps that companies feel that they are not alone 

with their challenges and hear how other shave overcame those.  

 

Startups with lower sustainability only mentioned 12 actions that they have received and those 

were divided widely, when the most mentions for actions was 2 and there was only one action 

to receive two mentions, as others received 1 or less. Diversity recruiting was the only action 

that more than one of the startups in this group have received.  

 

VCs 

From the VCs side, none of the actions was used by all VCs, but 3 out of 4 VCs agreed having 

used five actions. All chosen actions fall under two categories: strategizing and consulting. 

Overall, these five actions, even though both concrete and are focused to the relatively basic 

structuring of ESG-principles and only the organizing trainings -action is focusing further.  

 

Table 19: Actions that VCs have used 

Actions 
VCs out of 

4 

Bring ESG topics part of the company's board meetings and annual board 

clock 
3 

Influence on sustainability through board work 3 

Benchmarks for ESG data, processes and ways of working 3 

Organize ESG trainings (diversity, inclusion, HR, sustainability, best 

practices, carbon footprint) 
3 

Support to create and develop ESG-documents (cultural handbooks, code 

of conduct etc.) 
3 

 

Board work is seen as a key element in supporting startups’ sustainability, especially if some 

negative events need to be sorted, as often those issues are sensitive and should be kept inside 

the company, so board work has significant role there. A VC sees that investors leading the 

first rounds are in a good position, as they will get a board seat and can support the management 

that way. As startups are invested in various stages, investors joining in the later rounds might 

not have an opportunity to join the board.  

 

For example, one VC has been implementing the sustainability agenda being part of the board 

work, as they introduce yearly schedule for ESG topics and frameworks for the board. VC sees 
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that in addition to having broader level schedule for yearly ESG activities, ESG topics should 

be raised in each board meeting, as they see that in order for the topics and frameworks to make 

their way to the management team, those must be addressed in the board meeting and therefore 

the support and encouragement coming from the board to the management is seen crucial. They 

have experienced that management teams have rarely brought ESG topics to the board agenda 

and in order those topics to be addressed, the push should therefore come from the investors. 

When working in the board, another VC has given attention especially to topics related to 

human resources and made sure those topics are addressed in each board meeting. VC has also 

created value by structuring the board work and carrying ESG to the agenda, as in many 

startups the board structures are being developed. Examples of these build structures are 

whistleblowing channels or ethics principles. 

 

In the board discussions, one VC is pushing startups to think sustainability as a factor in each 

decision throughout the organization. As an example, choosing a location to a new factory, to 

which country new investments are made and whom to hire, sustainability should be kept in 

mind. 

 

There are various ways VCs have been supporting their portfolio companies with benchmark 

data. Investors could be the right party to share benchmarks, since investors have the visibility 

to portfolio companies, so they can share best practices from one company to another and 

suggest applicable practices to supplement ESG approach to be as comprehensive as possible. 

One VC had shared the best practices of what type of consulting would be most beneficial for 

the startup and connected to partners that have been qualified through previous experiences. 

One VC sees that providing existing data releases startups’ resources for other tasks and as 

startups are often scarce on resources, that data can be really valuable. “Startups want to hear 

how things are done in our other portfolio companies. Sure, you can always google everything, 

but when time is limited, the better examples can be given, the faster they [start-ups] can move 

forward and build their own strategy around these things.” VC investors tend to have plenty 

of the data, as they do thorough investigation of the startup before investment decision (Due 

Diligence) and often also consider the ESG angles. Therefore, sharing this data collected 

through ESG-DD can already give startup quite broad picture of their operations’ ESG levels. 

However, raw data or reports might be hard to implement and therefore some startups haven’t 

progressed individually even though they have received data sets from the VC. Data alone 

might be too overwhelming or challenging to get started with, so startups would benefit from 
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data collected by the investors, both from the company itself and from benchmarks, combined 

with consulting activities – how the most important themes can be collected from the data.  

 

Organizing workshops was also amongst the relatively often used actions. One VC has been 

supporting the knowledge exchange in organizing workshops where one startup shares a case 

example and best practices, and other portfolio companies can question and share their 

thoughts. VC has also connected leaders from portfolio companies 1-on-1 around some themes. 

Another VC thinks that VCs should encourage companies to share knowledge with each other, 

since the message is stronger and identifiable from one startup to another than told by the VC, 

and common workshops facilitated by the investor work as a one route for this. 

 

Triads 

Participants form triads as a combination of one VC and two startups, with the startups coming 

from the VC’s portfolio. The “S” section means the response of the startups and an answer of 

2 means that both startups of the triad had chosen the option, 1 means that either of the two 

choose it. Empty section means that neither of the startups in the triad chose the option. For 

VC in the triad, 1 means that the VC chose the option and empty section means that VC didn’t 

choose it. As stated in the beginning of the chapter, startups responded which actions they have 

received and VCs which actions they have used. The results are collected to Table 20 below. 
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Table 20: Triads for actions 

  
Triad 1 Triad 2 Triad 3 Triad 4 

  Actions S VC S VC S VC S VC 

Recruiting Support diversity at the board and management team levels  1    1 1  

Diversity recruiting 1 1 1      

Strategizing Strategy to decrease CO2 emissions  1      1 

Support with ESG strategy / policy / action plan / goal setting 1  1 1    1 

Bring ESG topics part of the company's board meetings and 

annual board clock 
 1   1 1  1 

Influence to sustainability through board work  1    1 1 1 

Consulting Carry out ESG analysis, measured ESG (diversity, eNPS etc.) 1  1   1  1 

Benchmarks for ESG data, processes and ways of working 1 1  1  1 2  

Organize ESG trainings (diversity, inclusion, HR, 

sustainability, best practices, carbon footprint) 
  1 1  1 2 1 

Support to create and develop ESG-documents (cultural 

handbooks, code of conduct etc.) 
 1  1   1 1 

Provided tools (for measurement, templates)   1   1   

ESG consultation 1  1    1 1 

Mentoring Frequent calls to support ESG   1    1 1 

Networking among portfolio companies on ESG (e.g. through 

workshops) 1      2 1 

Encourage to tackle sustainability issues     2 1 1 1 

Pushing for communicating about sustainability 1  1    1 1 

Supporting with certification assessment       1  

Operating Best practices to include ESG / impact agenda to fundraising 

pitch 
 1      1 

Calculating carbon footprint   2    1 1 

Connect companies with ESG experts 1   1    1 

Support on governance issues     1  1 1 

Conducted stakeholder interviews related to sustainability 

topics 
1        

Require companies to allocate more budget to ESG hiring & 

internal development 
 1       

 

 

For the first triad of VC and 2 portfolio companies there are no such actions that both startups 

would have received, and the VC had used. There are two such actions that VC had used and 

either of the startups had received, so it seems that most of the 9 actions that VC had used have 

gone to the other startups in their portfolio and most of the 9 actions startups have faced from 

their VCs came from other VCs. For the second triad there aren’t either any actions that all 

three parties would have chosen to be used. However, there is an action that both startups have 

received but the VCs hadn’t used, indicating that other VCs might be active around the theme 
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of an action: calculating carbon footprint. Overall, there are two actions that either of the 

startups have received and the VC has given. For the third triad there is one action that both 

startups have received, and the VC had used:  encourage to tackle sustainability issues. Apart 

from that, there is only one action that either of the startups have chosen and the VC said to be 

having used. Altogether the two startups have received 4 actions and the VC has given 8.  

 

For the fourth triad there are two actions that the VC has given and both startups have received. 

Apart from those, there are 8 actions that either of the startups has received and the VC has 

given. Altogether in this last group 12 out of all 16 actions that startups received were also 

marked by a VC. From the research we cannot see whether those actions were exactly received 

from their own VC, but it could be seen that VC has also recognized a need for similar actions. 

There was one action that both startups received but the VC haven’t given: Benchmarks for 

ESG data, processes, and ways of working.  

 

Overall, is seems that support to startups comes centralized from VCs. VCs in the first two 

triads gave little actions that matched the ones their portfolio companies received whereas the 

VCs in the latter two triads gave actions many of which were noticed by their startups. Some 

VCs gave out more actions than startups received, whereas others gave less than startups 

received, so VCs balanced each other’s amongst the research group.  

 

All groups 

 

Table 21: The most common actions startups have faced and VCs have used, categorized by actions that startups have faced 

Actions Startups VCs 

Benchmarks for ESG data, processes and ways of working 3 3 

Organize ESG trainings (diversity, inclusion, HR, 

sustainability, best practices, carbon footprint) 
3 3 

ESG consultation 3 1 

Networking among portfolio companies on ESG (e.g. 

through workshops) 
3 1 

Encourage to tackle sustainability issues 3 2 

Pushing for communicating about sustainability 3 1 

Calculating carbon footprint 3 1 
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There is more similarity in the actions that VCs give than in the actions that startups receive, 

as there were actions that 3 of 4 VCs had used, whereas the highest number of similar actions 

used were that 3 out of 8 startups mentioned having received same actions. This would 

implicate that in each portfolio, there are various needs amongst startups, but those same needs 

recur from one portfolio to another. Therefore, different VCs can utilize similar actions each 

other, but they need to use various actions to meet the needs of the startups.  Benchmarks were 

mentioned to be received by startups and used by VCs, but those were also amongst the most 

significant challenges startups are facing, so it seems that already received benchmarks are not 

comprehensive. Overall, when received actions are summarized, startups with higher 

sustainability level have received 27 actions, which means 6,75 actions per startups, whereas 

for startups with lower sustainability level this means that they had received 12 actions, 

meaning on average 3 actions per startup.  

 

Actions found useful  

Startups named actions that they would find useful in improving the sustainability and VCs 

named ones that they would see as useful for their portfolio companies.  

 

Table 22: Actions found useful, categorized by startups’ preferences 

Actions  
Higher 

sustainability 

startups 

Lower 

sustainability 

startups 

VCs 

Support diversity at the board and 

management team levels 
 3  1 

Require companies to allocate more 

budget to ESG hiring & internal 

development 

 3  1 

Networking among portfolio companies 

on ESG (e.g., through workshops) 
  2 1 

Best practices to include ESG / impact 

agenda to fundraising pitch 
  2 1 

 

From the Table 22 can be seen that startups with higher level sustainability were longing for 

diversity support from VCs and hoping them to push companies to allocate more resources to 

sustainability work. These startups clearly saw that board work is in key role of furthering 

sustainability.  Both were found to be relatively non-important amongst the VCs, as only 1 out 

of 3 VCs (this question was based on interview only-data and one VC did not attend the 
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interview) found it useful. Startups with lower sustainability level found networking amongst 

the portfolio companies being one of the most useful challenges, as well as including impact 

agenda to fundraising pitch. An expert saw that it would be important VCs support companies 

to implement best practices to fundraising pitch, especially if the company is raising money 

from impact-aware funds. Also, here the VCs didn’t find these being relatively useful, since 

only one out of three has chosen those.  

 

Table 23: Actions found useful, categorized by VCs’ preferences 

Actions  Startups VCs 

Benchmarks for ESG data, processes and ways 

of working 
 2 2 

 

Table 23 shows that there was only one action that more than one VC found to be useful for 

their startups, and it already was the one that was raised to be one of the most often received 

by startups and used by VCs. Apart from that, there were no actions that more than one VC 

would have found to be useful. However, need to be kept in mind that this question was 

discussed only in the interview. One VC didn’t attend the interview, and therefore the data is 

collected only from three out of four VCs.  

 

Triads 

Triads are left out as this question was only based on interviews and as one startup and one VC 

dropped out of the interview, the results in triads are not comparable, as in those two triads 

there could be less possible matches only due to the lack of one participant.  

 

 

Role of VC and preferences on supporting activities  

Participants in this research had relatively clear picture of what the role of a VC should be. One 

of the most important roles, if not the most important, is to kick-start the process of considering 

sustainability amongst their portfolio companies. Strategizing, consulting and mentoring 

actions were often combined as one unit of supporting strategic thinking and seen that VCs 

should mainly support through those activities and avoid operating role. Mandating activities 

required careful consideration when used, but those were believed to take more significant role 

in the future. Recruiting activities did raise thoughts pro and against amongst the participants. 

It was seen that investors have certain responsibility to wake up companies to consider 

sustainability themes, especially if the VC joins in later rounds. Seed-stage investors have 
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concentrated to getting the business up and running, so they might continue with similar 

mindset in the later rounds, rather than actively ignoring the sustainability topics. But as 

sustainability has not been a crucial topic in the pre-commercial stage, the new investors of the 

round should take a lead in bringing sustainability part of the board agenda. VCs capabilities 

(common knowledge) and limitations (limited capabilities to dive deep) drive it to act as a kick 

starter in startup’s sustainable journey. First of all, VCs often have good overview of companies 

and they have seen how the process of implementing sustainability goes, so they can support 

the companies to find relevant measures or provide material for the process.  An expert sees 

that as VCs often are very experienced in developing business and probably also seen 

sustainability in various different situations, and therefore having the knowledge to kick off the 

sustainability work. One VC sees that the role of an investor is not to build an organization to 

support sustainability themes, but rather to kick off the process and support the company to 

achieve the development themselves. Second, the role of kickstarting would also be beneficial, 

as VCs are often limited in deep knowledge. A VC might have a broad portfolio with startups 

from various industries and stages, so it might be challenging for them to create general 

procedure suiting all their portfolio companies. One VC believes that general model would 

only work on a really high level and would therefore be a poor tool to guide with concrete 

actions. “When we have so different industries, the internal needs of the industry and the needs 

according to the stage of the company are different and that makes it difficult that you can't 

just create a so-called generic module … which would work more widely, or it would work but 

at such a high level, that it then gives only a first push to what this issue is, what this theme is, 

but it does not lead to how concretely those issues could be solved on a company-by-company 

basis.” 

 

However, many participants saw that VCs are capable to support portfolio companies in much 

deeper approach than just kick-starting the process. Following actions of different non-

financial support open the active role that VCs could also have. Strategizing is seen as one of 

the best ways for owners like VCs to support startups sustainability development and it has 

been widely used amongst the participants. An expert saw that implementing sustainability 

actions into the strategy and internal motivation of a startup are crucial to get sustainability 

developed further.  Support from VC’s side with strategizing actions was seen to having key 

role in that. One startup thought that investors should focus on the strategic work through 

mentoring and consulting approach. Participating to the discussions about broader picture and 
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decision making are seen as the right level, and support from the VC is longed for recognizing 

the most crucial ESG challenges that the startup is facing. 

 

Mandating activities were already in use with some companies, as one startup told mandating 

activities were as ESG aspects are already included to performance targets on company level, 

incentives, and contract terms. Startup also communicates these targets and their progression 

on monthly basis externally. A VC already uses some mandating principles in their term sheets, 

like that portfolio companies commit to create ESG principles and report data for CO2 

calculation. An expert has seen mandating sustainable activities in yearly targets and bonuses 

of the management, however financial targets account for major part. Another expert 

highlighted that sustainability should be included to the rewards of the management, since it 

sends important messages. VC can communicate that they courage the company to consider 

sustainability, but also that these topics are really important to them because VC is willing to 

pay for reaching those targets. Expert also notes that forming correct targets for the incentives 

might be challenging with a startup, but sustainability should be noted at least in the targets, 

but rather also in the incentive payments. From the point of view of less sustainable startups, 

mandating activities are not seen as a useful way for the investor to support development of 

sustainability. Also, a VC saw that the mandating KPIs lead to the best outcome only when the 

startup has already implemented sustainability to their operations. Another VC says that they 

haven’t seen mandating activities yet but believe that those might be included once the 

companies mature, for example in 1 – 2 years’ time. One VC sees that mandating activities 

could also be used with companies earlier in their sustainability journey, but then the KPIs 

should carefully be designed together with the startup and be more motivating than mandating.  

 

“In my opinion, you can definitely use such [mandating activities] and in a certain way maybe 

that is the next step, that until now our role has been to get the companies to even think about 

sustainability, but certainly when the companies develop and grow and then sustainability 

becomes more like a norm for some, then such incentive systems certainly work if there is some 

kind of KPI and why couldn't it also work for earlier-stage companies that are just getting 

started --- they should then be such that they are discussed together with the company, like 

financial KPIs and remuneration structures …. so maybe I wouldn't use the word mandatory 

in them, because maybe it would be more of a motivating thing.” Another VC also described 

that motivating with stick doesn’t lead to wanted outcome, and mandating KPIs should rather 

include positive than negative outcomes 
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Recruiting activities are seen useful when startup can leverage VCs’ networks while they are 

recruiting people to positions including sustainability responsibilities, since if VC has broad 

network amongst people with sustainability knowledge, they could give targeted suggestions 

for the role. However, an expert saw that certain actions would be better to leave for the 

management and actions related to recruiting were one of those. Operating actions are not 

favoured by the responders. One startup sees that even though some investors have supported 

with operational issues, the operating environment should be separated from stakeholder 

environment, as the management team should be the one running the operations. An expert 

thought that operating activities like ESG analysis, ESG trainings, CO2 calculations and 

stakeholder interviews should be handled by the management rather than the VC. However, 

some companies found value e.g., in ESG trainings and CO2 calculations, so drawing the line 

between the tasks belonging to the management versus to the VC is challenging. One startup 

sees that investors should stay away from operational actions and another thought that 

operational activities should only be used if management is not responding to the problems. 

According to one VC, an example of acceptable operational approach is to send someone from 

the investor team to work in the portfolio company for a couple of months.  

 

Communication to startups about sustainability can be done various ways, but the message 

should be clear and consistent. A VC obliges responses to sustainability requests from a startup, 

unified templates and tools would simplify the communication of what concrete data points are 

required and streamline VCs own reporting. One startup has been filling questionnaires and the 

company has seen those as a guiding tool, that communicates what kind of aspects the VC is 

expecting the company to take into action. Further requirements from one startup to the VCs 

are related to clear communication about ESG requirements: what factors matter and how those 

are valuated. Investors want companies to concentrate to ESG and give weight to it, but they 

do not clearly indicate what should be done to improve it. As investors do analyses and valuate 

ESG factors in companies e.g., prior to investment, those requirements should be 

communicated to the companies directly.  

 

Clear communication of how much investor assumes to be achieved is also highlighted by 

another startup, whose VC is asking sustainability-related questions from the startup. Asking 

these questions signals that these themes are important to the VC but the questions themselves 

do not sufficiently indicate to which extent sustainability is expected to be implemented. 
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Therefore, startups can’t use only these questions to benchmark where they should set their 

targets. Even though the VC is asking about the sustainability, that can’t be seen from their 

targets. “They're just negligent letting us focus on return on investment at all costs rather than 

yeah, being responsible in doing it.”. The demands coming from VC indicate where the 

company should focus and if that indication is contradictory, none of the messages might go 

through clearly. If the message is that sustainability is always secondary compared to financial 

performance, investments like hiring consultants might be challenging to justify. One startup 

thought that “We need to at least think a little bit internally before we would engage somebody 

to help us or consultant in that and would be great if that would come you know free from the 

VC because it's a cost issue. If we would engage a coach or a consultant that's away from 

something else and we cannot prioritize it at the moment.” There have also been successful 

cases about communication, as one startup is trusting the VC being able to back the startup in 

ESG issues in the future and VC has clearly communicated support towards projects and 

investments improving sustainability.  
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5 Discussion and conclusions 

 

5.1 Discussion of the findings 

This research aimed to identify how VC investors can support developing sustainability within 

their portfolio companies. The research was carried out by studying four VCs and two portfolio 

companies from each VC, equalling to 8 startups. The main research question is to find the 

most beneficial role for the VC to support startup with sustainability development, and to detect 

actions that are required there. To respond to the main research question, three themes need to 

be covered with additional research questions: i) the most significant ESG challenges that 

startups face, ii) the resources and capabilities that VCs have to support startups in ESG as well 

as the actions they have used, and iii) which of the factors match and provide the most valuable 

outcomes. In the following section each theme is assessed to respond the main research 

question.  

 

Research question i: What are the ESG challenges that startups battle with? 

 

Startups were not unanimous about the most significant ESG challenges they were facing, 

which is understandable considering their different industries. However, some level of 

similarity was found amongst the companies divided by the level of sustainability, as all four 

companies in the high sustainability group gave their vote to “employees having limited time 

to focus on sustainability” being a significant challenge. The challenges that both groups 

named being the most significant well reflected the level of sustainability, as less sustainability-

advanced companies named more often challenges like “Measure where company is at the 

moment” or “Developing ESG strategy and setting goals”, that can be identified being the first 

steps in their sustainability journey, whereas startups with higher level of sustainability were 

more concerned about resources and broad-level sustainability assessment. From all eight 

startups, there were four challenges that were the most significant: the lack of benchmark data, 

find the most relevant themes for the company for ESG strategy, the lack of resources and 

employees have limited time to focus on developing sustainability, from which the two latter 

ones partly overlap. One challenge is that VCs are giving conflicting messages about the 

importance of sustainability. Demanding reporting or actions towards sustainability but not 

providing support, communicating targets, or giving accreditation to actions might decrease 

startups’ interest to allocate scarce resources to improve sustainability and rather focus on 

financial targets 
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Comparing the number of challenges faced, startups with higher sustainability faced less 

challenges, 32 altogether compared to 36 challenges for startups with lower sustainability level. 

Per company this means 8 and 9 challenges, resulting in startups with higher sustainability 

level facing one challenge less than their peers with lower sustainability level. 

 

Research question ii: What are the resources and capabilities that VCs have and what 

are the actions VCs have used to support startups in ESG? 

VCs were relatively unanimous when it comes to resources that they can provide. As we can 

see from the Table 14, all four VCs were saying that they have knowledge to suggest ESG 

topics to board meetings and that they were able to provide time to their portfolio companies. 

VCs seem to have relatively good resources to provide general knowledge about sustainability, 

and that often came as a result of internal sustainability team and ability to take the time to 

work together with the portfolio company. VCs are able to structure the sustainability interests 

into strategy and targets through various templates and workshops. Supporting company 

governance and providing budget were also resources that many VCs were able to provide. 

There were a few resources that all VCs were able to provide, but broadly looking two of the 

four VCs had multiple various resources whereas the other two had very little resources to 

provide.  

 

In Table 19 there are described all the actions that VCs have used and there were five actions, 

which 3 out of 4 of the VCs have used. Two of the five actions were related to the board work, 

and in addition to those, VCs have supported startups’ sustainability development through 

providing ESG benchmarks through data and processes, organizing ESG trainings and 

supported startups to create and develop ESG-documents. VCs have been supporting startups 

especially through board work, ensuring that sustainability is discussed regularly. Board work 

is seen as highly valuable way to influence sustainability and therefore VCs are willing to do 

so if they have a board seat. The VCs were very heterogeneous in terms of number of actions 

used. The number of actions varied from 5 to 16 actions, which implicates that one VC has 

done 3 times the work another VC has done to support their portfolio companies with 

sustainability.  
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Research question iii: Which of the factors match and provide the most valuable 

outcomes? 

VCs’ ability to meet startups needs and respond challenges differed from one VC to another, 

as some were having more resources than others. However, VCs have relatively poor resources 

to solve the overall most significant challenges that startups face. From the most significant 

challenges that startups mentioned in Table 12, none of the VCs saw they could affect the lack 

of resources or employees having limited time to support sustainability, and only two had 

resources to support with benchmark data.  In the actions part, 3 out of 4 VCs stated that they 

have provided benchmarks for ESG data, processes, and ways of working, implementing that 

VCs have been able to provide some benchmarks but the lack of data seems to be the main 

problem to provide more insightful benchmarks. It might be, that even though VCs would be 

collecting data from their portfolio, the data might not be extensive enough, if the portfolio is 

small or there are not suitable companies to compare with.   

 

High sustainability startups have named more resources being useful to tackle their 

sustainability issues and they received more actions compared to startups with lower 

sustainability level. Related to resources, higher sustainability level startups detected on 

average 6 resources and lower sustainability startups 3,75 resources per company. Startups with 

higher sustainability rating might be more aware of the needs they have if they have discussed 

sustainability topics further. One explanation is that the earliest sustainability challenges might 

be more alike but after the first earliest challenges have been solved, the needs are more varied. 

It could also be that higher sustainability companies are more open to support from the VCs. 

Another explanation is that the companies with lower sustainability level were only seeing the 

current problems and do not have capabilities to broaden the viewpoint and are therefore less 

capable to detect suitable resources. None of the lower sustainability companies mentioned the 

knowledge to board meetings” that was mentioned by ¾ of the high sustainability startups. 

Startups were longing for various resources to solve their sustainability challenges, as can be 

seen from Table 13. There was only one resource that both groups, companies with high and 

low level of sustainability found useful, and it was frequent ESG calls with the investor, which 

could also be interpreted as a combination of investor’s time and knowledge as a resource. 

High sustainability startups preferred knowledge sharing -related resources to their 

sustainability problems whereas startups with lower-level sustainability were preferring also 

concrete tools in addition to having access to dedicated sustainability professional from 

investor’s side.  
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Actions used to startups with higher sustainability level is over double the number that startups 

with lower sustainability level have received. This difference can have various explanations. If 

receiving these actions will actually improve the sustainability of the company, it would be 

only natural that startups further in the sustainability journey have received more of these 

actions. It should also be considered whether the outcomes of these actions have been a 

criterion while choosing whether the company belongs to category of high or low level of 

sustainability. Directly certain actions do not affect the criteria by which companies are 

categorized to high or low categories but taking the actions might improve the overall 

sustainability level. Actions that startups found useful were varied and as we can see from the 

Table 18, startups with higher sustainability level were preferring support for board and 

management diversity issues as well as hoping the VCs to require companies to allocate more 

budget to ESG hiring and internal development. In both cases startup was hoping the VC to 

solve issues belonging to the management. Startups having lower sustainability level were 

hoping to get to network around other portfolio companies and to learn best practices to include 

ESG to fundraising pitch, both of which reflect the need for peer example.  

 

VCs were the most helpful with supporting the companies in finding the most relevant themes 

for the company’s ESG strategy. VCs would need to generate more resources to match the 

needs of their portfolio companies, but not only generating the resources is enough. Seems that 

resources and abilities to respond challenges do not translate to actions. For example, in both 

triads 1 and 4, VC is able to provide own tools for the startups to use and the startup sees that 

useful, but still when asking about the used actions, VCs responded that they have not provided 

tools for startups. There are also similar examples from benchmark data, but with one triad 

only. There were different strategies for focusing resources amongst the triads, and some of the 

triads performed better in focusing their resources. VCs of triads 1 and 4 had built plenty of 

resources to meet various challenges, whereas VC of triad 3 reported to have developed a few 

ones, but those were still relatively well matching the resources startups in their triad found 

useful.  

 

The main research question: What would be the most beneficial role for the VC investor 

and which actions VCs should use to meet startups’ needs for improving sustainability? 

 

VC should build capabilities to shift their role over the lifecycle of the company. Companies 

that are in the early stage with their sustainability journey, VC can support with kicking off the 
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process and bringing structure through templates, measures etc., but for more advanced 

companies these actions won’t bring additional value as those are already in place and deeper 

investigations would require such detailed knowledge and resources that the VC doesn’t make 

sense to provide those. With these more advanced companies, the importance of VCs’ 

networks, ability to connect companies with ESG experts and suggest pertinent service 

providers are highlighted. The practices that VCs should use with the company to support the 

development of their sustainability operations shift from more concrete advice to making 

connections as the startup gains experience around sustainability. If VC has started from the 

concrete actions, with a company early in their sustainability journey, by supporting for 

example with data collection and templates, also the VC is required to adapt to the new role 

and adopt new practices and knowledge, as the startup proceeds in their sustainability journey.  

 

To focus resources correctly, noticing and removing investor biases would be important. In the 

study there were companies that have received little to no support related to sustainability, and 

these companies were in both high and lower sustainability categories. “Let's start with the fact 

that we have never had any ESG discussion with our VC. Nor any offerings of mentoring, 

coaching or support, even less mandatory.” Believing that strong company doesn’t need 

support or that low company doesn’t benefit from the support e.g., due to lack of ability to 

implement or have no resources to develop capabilities might keep the companies back from 

development. From the interviews emerged a viewpoint of investor biases. Startups to whose 

sustainable development VCs have had no to low significance (Table 7) have marked lowest 

scores for overall sustainability. The reason behind that result is not clear, but explanations 

could be that company doesn’t have resources and therefore can’t take support from an investor 

or that investor doesn’t even provide the help, even though there would be interest in the 

company. The low number of received actions for companies with low sustainability level 

would implicate that the lack of support has kept the companies from developing sustainability 

practices, so VCs should overcome their own biases and aim to distribute their resources for 

the ones who need those.  

 

Providing benchmark data was something that was often mentioned amongst startups as helpful 

and two out of 4 VCs used that, so ramping up the process for those should be improved. 

Benchmark data can make it easier to set concrete and realistic KPIs and shape own ESG 

strategy, which were other challenges where VCs could relatively easily provide support 

through board work. Clear communication was another highlighted aspect. Thorough 
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understanding about VCs’ expectations helps to build trust and succeed. For example, if a VC 

does require companies to allocate time and resources to sustainability improvements, those 

achievements should be followed just like other goals e.g., in board meetings and all decision 

should support those goals. “There is the understanding of the importance of the topic. So, if 

we want to do investments related to this [sustainability], we can be sure that there is a support 

[from the investor]. And if we want to focus on sustainability related development projects, 

owners give their support for that.” Also, when there is a clear understanding about the most 

crucial problems the startups are facing, VC doesn’t waste resources by helping in a problem 

that is minor instead of working towards solving the most crucial challenges or bottlenecks. 

For example, one investor had provided tools for carbon calculation and supported with 

diversity recruiting, but the company would benefit most from understanding the broader 

picture and where they can have impact before jumping into concrete actions. It seems that the 

investors have clear vision and direction related to sustainability. Apart from supporting the 

startups, VCs might also have the needs to e.g., report about sustainability to their investors or 

aim to carbon neutrality. It might be that the investor is ahead in sustainability compared to 

startups, and there the investor should ensure that startups keep up with the changes and takes 

ownership. 

 

5.2 Processes for solving challenges and using actions to support startup’s 

sustainability 

This chapter provides a useful tool for VC to recognise startup’s sustainability challenges and 

utilise actions to support sustainability. This study summarises a prioritization for the order of 

solving different challenges and order the actions should be used, based on the data collected 

from the interviews. First, the process of solving startup’s sustainability challenges is 

described. Figure 1 illustrates the process of what kind of challenges startups have faced and 

in which order those should be tackled. Challenges should be solved from left to right and 

challenges pictured on top of the others should be solved simultaneously. Challenges are also 

divided to two groups depending about the timing: Basis and Advanced. Basic challenges can 

be solved by concrete help from an investor, but the Advanced ones require more utilization of 

VC’s network and expert knowledge. There is also one challenge that should be considered 

throughout the entire process: handling internal incidents and conflicts. Even though challenges 

are marked with a timeline, many of the challenges are continuous instead of being one-off, 

but the figure works as a roadmap on how to start tackling the challenges. Often the challenges 
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shift and develop over time, so those should shift to continuous monitoring after being solved 

for the first time.  

 

Figure 1: Process for solving challenges 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Starting with the basic challenges, solving of which creates a basis for sustainability work. To 

tackle these challenges, companies can utilize the help of an investor, for example templates 

and analysis from the investor. Challenges first in the process are related to diversity, as it has 

been seen as an enabling factor and a bottleneck to succeed in the further challenges. “Diversity 

is first and foremost [challenge] so that we can look who we are working with, who our 

customers are, who our suppliers are. --- I feel that also if we are going to be leaders in 

sustainability and equality, we need to look at equitable and diverse.” 

 

Figure 2: Diversity challenges 
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After that, companies should tackle the lack of resources related to measuring capabilities, so 

that they can start to measure where they stand in terms of different sustainability aspects. 

Carbon footprint was mentioned separately, and companies should start to relatively early on 

consider limiting the carbon footprint while building their operations.  

 

Figure 3: Measuring-related challenges 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next, in Figure 4, company should consider building capabilities to overcome the lack of 

resources to build new structures and implement the changes to the operations. Company 
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the most important through internal analysis and discussion as well as examining the 

stakeholders’ opinions and requirements. Company should combine all that data into 

developing sustainability strategy.  
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Figure 4: Challenges related to comparison & creating targets 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After the strategy is done, it should be implemented to the organization by sharing 

responsibilities, allocating time for employees to focus, and motivating them. Only after the 

strategy is put into action company should start to report and communicate about it externally.  

 

Figure 5: Challenges related to implementation and communication 
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since having broad network of various sustainability experts, the VC can direct the company 

to expert meeting their needs. In the later phase companies should get connected with 

sustainability experts familiar with their industry to complete further assessments of the impact 

of their products or services. Solving stakeholder-related sustainability issues or demands 

would also be a consideration of later stage.  

 

Figure 6: Advanced challenges 
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Figure 7: Process for using actions 

 

 

 

 

First step is to map the current level of sustainability, shown in Figure 8. The VC should have 
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person or team, or external consultant. Once there are resources and knowledge in place for the 

VC, they can start to provide support for the startup. First, the current sustainability status of 

the startup should be measured. This can be done either by VC’s or startup’s resources, 

meaning that VCs can conduct internal analysis from the company or ask the company to 

measure certain aspects. In the latter option, the VC should provide templates to help the 

company to choose relevant ways to measure. The results from measurements should be 

combined with existing knowledge like benchmarks and best practices.  

 

Figure 8: Actions for mapping the current state of startup’s sustainability 
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actions shown in Figure 9.- Implementing sustainability to be an integral part of the board 

discussions and targets is important, since it ensures that the development is monitored. 

Through the board work VCs should incentivise the management to allocate resources to 

implement the sustainability work into company’s operations, which often means a role but 

also budget. According to the findings, a support from the management to the rest of the 

employees is required to implement sustainability practices.   

 

Figure 9: Actions for communicating the importance of sustainability 
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Figure 10: Actions for building the structure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After the strategies are in place and structures are implemented, it will be important to follow 

the development and evaluate the current practices time to time. In Figure 11, there are 

collected actions that VCs can use to support solving more advanced challenges, broaden the 

scope startup uses to assess the sustainability issues and keep the development ongoing.  

 
Figure 11: Actions for evaluating the practices 
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5.3 Implications 

 

This research has concrete implications as it provides unique knowledge about the 

sustainability challenges startups face and how VCs can support them, fulfilling the research 

gap around the topic. This study has clear relevance especially to three different groups: 1) VC 

investors willing to improve the sustainability of their portfolio companies 2) startups willing 

to improve sustainability of their operations and 3) academics interested about startups’ 

sustainability development. This research provides a validated collection of challenges that 

startups face and described challenges’ mutual relationships, leading to process of solving the 

challenges. The study also broadens the academic understanding of how well VCs can support 

startup with their sustainability challenges and what capabilities would be needed to gain.  

 

For VC investors this study has three different concrete implications. First, this study expands 

startups’ viewpoint to most significant sustainability challenges and understanding those helps 

VCs to better focus their resources. When VCs understand the wide range of challenges faced, 

they can focus their resources and actions to bottleneck challenges that need to be solved first 

before being able to tackle next challenges. Without understanding the general view, VCs 

might have focused their resources to non-challenges, leaving the significant ones to be 

unsolved. Second, this study improves VCs’ understanding of what kind of resources and 

capabilities they need to build in order to being able to support the needs of the portfolio 

companies. For example, startups more advanced in their sustainability-journey required 

networks towards various sustainability-experts and half on the VCs in the study didn’t have 

resources to support startups with building sustainability networks. Third, this study provides 

VCs a concrete tool to discuss possible challenges and useful actions with startups. Being able 

to show concrete examples of both challenges and actions, startups might be able to recognize 

more useful practices than starting from an empty table.  

 

For startups this study provides a tool to better communicate with their investor. It might be 

unclear for startup what all kind of support they can get or request from their investors. As one 

startup said from the actions “[From the shown actions] This is a thing I’m going to suggest. 

… Why aren’t we getting some of this?”. This study, and the collected challenges and actions 

help startups to better identify their needs.   
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This research enrichens the current academic knowledge in two ways, building theory and 

extending the existing research, as well as fulfilling research gaps. First, this study provides an 

extension to how the framework from Large and Muegge (2008) can be utilized to examine 

sustainability-related actions. This study contributes to the very limited literature on how VCs 

can tangibly contribute to the portfolio companies’ sustainability development. This study 

gives concrete actions under each category of the framework from Large and Muegge (2008) 

in Table 6, lowering the barrier for VCs to start building such actions once they have examples. 

This study also highlights which parts of the framework, mainly strategizing and consulting, 

were seen useful in sustainable development whereas mandating and operating activities were 

seen as less suitable, but useful with certain limitations to depth and stage. According to this 

study, mandating activities should be used to more mature companies, since in earlier stage 

mandating activities might not have relevant data where the mandating activities like incentives 

could be based on. One option to implement mandating activities earlier on is to define more 

open-ended targets and increase the level of concreteness once the company grows. On the 

operating side, those actions could be used to kick-start the process of considering 

sustainability in the startup, but after that operational activities shouldn’t be used.  

 

Reflecting to the existing literature, the challenges that startups faced could be partly solved 

with the exercises that startups found useful in the accelerator in the study of Bergmann and 

Utikal (2021), but additional actions should be added to the theory to fulfil the needs of startups. 

According to Bergman and Utikal (2021), useful support for startup has been concrete tools, 

building knowledge through network and gaining contacts to potential stakeholders. Useful 

concrete tools were calculating CO2 footprint as well as easy to use eco-impact assessment 

tools (Bergmann and Utikal, 2021) and those both needs were addressed in the research but 

highlighting the need for tools to calculate CO2 emissions for digital products and operations. 

Related to networking peer-to-peer learning was emphasized by both Bergmann and Utikal 

(2021) and this research. Peer support provides best practices and benchmarks, and organizing 

a workshop is a one way of accelerating networking amongst peers. Knowledge about 

environmental laws and legislation was mentioned by Bergmann and Utikal (2021), but it 

didn’t gain mentions in the research from the startups. Additional networking exercise that was 

found to be useful but not mentioned by Bergmann and Utikal (2021) was utilizing knowledge 

of the sustainability experts that are accessible though VC’s network. Contacts to potential 

shareholders or customers’ willingness to pay from sustainable solutions were not mentioned 

being a useful practise in this study, but it might be due to startups in Bergmann’s and Utikal’s 
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(2021) study being in earlier stage than startups in this study, that have already found their 

product-market-fit and don’t therefore search for stakeholders or customer groups similarly. 

 

This study shows that a startup that aims for sustainability needs different management. As 

sustainability needs to be considered not only on the level of the actions but also on the level 

of management through targets and implementation to the strategy. Taking sustainability into 

account in the management level strengthens the implementation when employees have time 

to solve sustainability issues and e.g., other business targets are not prioritized over those. 

These findings support the results of study by Boar-Boar and Oliveras-Villanueva (2019), who 

argue that startup with strong sustainability aims require different management models 

compared to startups with traditional business models. Even though Boar-Boar and Oliveras-

Villanueva (2019) address startups with sustainable business models, this study extends the 

need for different business models to startups who have sustainable aims, regardless of their 

existing level of sustainability. 

 

Findings of this research strengthen the theories of Jeong et al. (2020) and Holtslag et al. (2021) 

that throughout the stages of the company, VCs can support the startups with their networks 

and knowledge. However, this study found that when it comes to supporting sustainability, the 

networks are increasingly important in later stage of sustainability. In the earlier stage of 

sustainability, the startup might not need such specified advice the experts found through the 

networks would be able to provide. 

 

Jeong et al. (2020) described that VCs entering in an early phase have more ability to affect 

startups’ business models and operations. However, this study challenges Jeong’s et al. (2020) 

findings of the superior position of influencing companies in an early phase when it comes to 

sustainability aspects. In the study of Jeong et al. (2020) it was highlighted that implementation 

might be easier if sustainability aspects are considered early on. However, this is true to startups 

that already have internal motivation towards sustainability. In later stage, companies have 

more resources like knowledge from investors backing them, employees and funding, so they 

have more abilities to execute sustainability-related actions. Pushing all the changes in an early 

phase is not fruitful if the company can’t take ownership due to limited resources. What was 

highlighted in this research is that in order to overcome the sustainability challenges, the startup 

needs to take ownership and without it the external pushing might not take the company further.  
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5.4 Reliability and validity 

Collecting data from multiple sources improves the validity of the data, as different 

stakeholders describe their opinions independently. If some observation is raising in different 

interviews that are independent from each other, it has stronger implication of importance than 

coming from one stakeholder only. Including various stakeholder also builds understanding of 

relationships and helps to understand the broader picture. VCs, startups and experts have 

different viewpoints and collecting answers about same phenomena, like actions or challenges, 

gives comprehensive overview when multiple stakeholders describe their observation. From 

each portfolio two startups were chosen to participate into this study. This helps to validate the 

findings through another case rather than just draw the findings from one VC-startup-

relationship. This triangulation helps to increase the reliability and generalisability of the 

findings. 

 

There is a timed difference between the answers and that also improves the validity of the data 

and findings. Answers for the survey are collected between 14th of May and 6th of June 2022 

with 10 out of 12 answers arriving the 25th of May latest. The interviews took place between 

the 7th of June and 6th of July. Therefore, there was at least one week between the survey and 

the interviews for each attendee, often even more. The time between the survey and the 

interview improves the validity as there is smaller chance that attendees purely recall what they 

answer and rather describe their opinions. For example, when asking about the actions that 

VCs have used with them, purely recalling the answers from the survey would give more 

limited view compared to option of recalling the actions actually used. The structure of first 

gathering the answers and only then having open discussion with interviewed parties prevents 

from having an influence on the answers, and therefore the chosen model aims to keep the 

results independent and therefore improve the reliability of the study.   

 

Showing the collective answers while gathering additional data improves the validity by 

producing richer data set. In the interview, the challenges, resources and actions (Table 4, Table 

5 and Table 6, respectively) collected from the survey phase were show to the participants in 

order to detect the ones that they see applying for the question. All the questions used in the 

surveys and in the interviews are seen in the Appendix. For example, all startups were asked 

in the survey to mention 5 actions that their VCs have used to support their sustainability and 

then in the interview they were shown the list of all collected actions and they had to say which 
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their VC has used. Many startups were able to mention more used actions during the interview 

than during the survey and overall in the survey there were 19 mentions of used actions whereas 

in the interview there were 28 even though there was one startup missing from the interview. 

During the interviews, many companies chose the actions they choose in the survey plus new 

ones that they have not mentioned in the survey. This would indicate that showing possible 

answers helps participants to also memorise such actions that they didn’t recall during the 

survey. Therefore, triangulating the data collected from other participants helps to improve the 

validity of the study. 

 

One criterion for dividing startups into more advanced sustainability and less advanced 

sustainability groups was that startup has self-reported rating equal or greater than 6. The self-

reported ratings do not have any common standardisation and therefore the ratings are not 

universally comparable, which has an impact to the reliability of the results. However, the self-

reported ratings were not the only criterion, but were also supported by other data. All used 

criteria can be seen from Table 3. Another criterion was the VC’s viewpoint whether the startup 

has more advanced sustainability operations or less advanced ones. This rating is also 

subjective and assumably the VC is using the startups in their portfolio as benchmarks. 

Therefore, a startup could be seen having less or more advanced sustainable position depending 

on where it is compared. However, the viewpoints of VCs were highly aligned with other 

indicators, which improves the validity. 

 

Repeatability of the study is possible, but most likely not with the same participants. Many 

participants had an urge to improve their sustainability actions and therefore they might have 

more sustainable operations and therefore they would not be categorised similarly than in this 

study. Also, especially when the regulation increases the sustainability actions used, the entire 

field of VCs and startups might shift towards more sustainable practices and therefore repeating 

the study would not yield to similar results.    

 

5.5 Limitations and further research  

The characteristics of participating companies set certain limitations of how the study can be 

generalized. The study doesn’t include VCs investing in the earliest stages, like pre-seed, where 

there would be potential to build the sustainable characteristics early on to the companies, but 

resources are used for example to finish the product. Therefore, the results can’t be fully 

transferred to VCs operating in very early stage. Same applies to startups, as the startups 
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interviewed in this study are in the Series A or up, the results can’t be directly used with 

companies in earlier stages. The study doesn’t have any industry limitations,  

 

Number of participating companies in the study is one of the most significant limitations in this 

research.  Four VC and two companies from each portfolio is a small sample size, which might 

not represent the phenomena in an entire portfolio well. In example, VC’s support might have 

been channelled to other portfolio companies better or challenges that do not seem critical in 

this sample would be critical when measuring the entire portfolio. Also, as participating 

portfolio companies were chosen together with the VCs, there might be biases related to which 

companies they have suggested. For example, the less sustainable companies might not 

represent the companies that have the most critical attitude towards sustainability, since they 

have still agreed to use their time for the study.  

 

In Nordic countries there is more investment activities that consider ESG criteria considered to 

for example Germany, Switzerland, and Austria, or in Central, Eastern and South-eastern 

Europe (Botsari and Lang, 2020). As all the surveyed VCs were Nordic, therefore the results 

cannot be directly transferred to abovementioned geographical areas. 

 

The limitations in this research give opportunities for further research topics. Differences 

between industries and geographical areas would be an interesting topic for further research. 

This study briefly touched the importance of the industry, as it can have a directive impact to 

which sustainability topics the startup considers and how interested the startups is per se to 

consider sustainability. In the further research the industry’s impact and driving factors towards 

sustainability could be considered. Also, different geographical areas, especially differences of 

challenges and useful actions between European and e.g., North American startups would 

require further research.  

 

Another possible topic for further research is measuring the implementation of sustainability 

actions. This study has found useful actions to support startups in improving sustainability, but 

it would be important to further understand whether implementing these actions helps to 

overcome the mentioned challenges and shifts the startup towards more sustainable operations. 

Finding the best practices of these actions would also be valuable. 
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To gain a deeper view to the same topic that this research studied, further research could be 

based on collecting data from the entire portfolio of a few VCs. The findings of this research 

could be used as a framework to test whether the same findings apply more broadly to the entire 

portfolio of a VC and whether challenges and required actions for the groups of startups with 

more advanced and less advanced sustainability operations still apply.  
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Appendix 

 

Questionnaire: 

 

For startups: 

Background 

1. Company name? 

2. Industry? E.g. SaaS/Software, Consumer products/services, Healthtech/Life science, AI, 

Fintech/Insurtech, New materials & sensors, ICT, Science/Research & development, 

HR/Recruitment, Consumer and corporate health/wellness, Connectivity, Hardware 

3. In which stage your company is right now?  

a. Seed 

b. Series A 

c. Series B 

d. Series C or later 

4. At which year you took venture funding (no angels) for the first time? 

5. How would you describe the level of your ESG-activities at the point you took venture funding 

(no angels) for the first time? On scale 1-10, 1 non-existant, 10 excellent 

6. How would you describe the level of your ESG-activities at the moment? On scale 1-10, 1 non-

existant, 10 excellent 

7. How would you describe your VCs' influence on that development? 

a.  Significant influence 

b. Moderate influence 

c. Little influence 

d. No influence 

8. On scale 1 to 10, how would you describe your operations’ effect on the environment? 1 strongly 

negative effect, 10 strongly positive 

9. On scale 1 to 10, how would you describe the sustainability of company’s social actions? 1 strongly 

negative effect, 10 strongly positive 

10. On scale 1 to 10, how would you describe the sustainability of company’s governmental actions?  

11. Do you have allocated person(s) to ensure sustainability in your company? 

a. Yes, dedicated person / team 

b. Yes, shared responsibility along other duties 

c. No 

Relationship with the VC 

12.  When raising a round, how important it is for you to have VC that has high focus on ESG? 1 

not important at all, 10 very important 

13. Action 1/5: Name a sustainability-related action that your VCs have been able to support you.  
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14. On scale 1-10 how would you set the significance of that 1st task? 

1 low, 10 high 

 

15. Action 2/5: Name a sustainability-related action that your VCs have been able to support you.  

16. On scale 1-10 how would you set the significance of that 2nd task? 

1 low, 10 high 

17. Action 3/5: Name a sustainability-related action that your VCs have been able to support you.  

18. On scale 1-10 how would you set the significance of that 3rd task? 

1 low, 10 high 

19. Action 4/5: Name a sustainability-related action that your VCs have been able to support you.  

20. On scale 1-10 how would you set the significance of that 4th task? 

1 low, 10 high 

21. Action 5/5: Name a sustainability-related action that your VCs have been able to support you.  

22. On scale 1-10 how would you set the significance of that 5th task? 

1 low, 10 high 

23. What are the most significant sustainability-related challenges that your company is facing at the 

moment? Tell 3 most significant challenges 

24. On scale 1-10 how would you set the significance of each challenge mentioned in previous answer? 

E.g. 1st action: 9, 2nd action: 4, 3rd action: 7 

25. In which of these challenges you would long for support from VC?  

26. What kind of sustainability actions your VC has required?  

a. Identifying of issues 

b. Measurements (e.g. CO2, diversity) 

c. Policies (ESG, safety/health) 

d. Actions to improve sustainability 

e. Detection systems to notice fraud/ fault/ lack of sustainability 

f. Other actions 

27. What kind of resources your VCs have utilized to support startups' sustainability? 

28. In general, how would you define VCs role in startups sustainable development? Where should they 

help and how? Where they are most capable? 

 

Preferences to various supporting activities 

 

29. On scale 1 to 10, what is your attitude towards VC setting sustainability-related goals as mandating 

activities: e.g. condition for re-funding, included in performance targets, incentives, contract terms? 

1 against, 10 in favor 

30. Has any of your VCs used these mandating activities to support your sustainability? 
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31. On scale 1 to 10, what is your attitude towards VC supporting the implementation of sustainability 

through recruiting activities: e.g. trying to recruit a sustainability specialist, recruiting people with 

strong sustainability background? 

1 against, 10 in favor 

32. Has any of your VCs used these recruiting activities to support your sustainability? 

33. On scale 1 to 10, what is your attitude towards VC supporting the implementation of sustainability 

through strategising activities: e.g. by implementing sustainability to business concept or bringing 

sustainability as part of long-term planning? 

1 against, 10 in favor 

34. Has any of your VCs used these strategising activities to support your sustainability? 

35. On scale 1 to 10, what is your attitude towards VC supporting the implementation of sustainability 

through mentoring activities: e.g. providing coaching, guidance, motivation to solve sustainability-

challenges? 

36. Has any of your VCs used these mentoring activities to support your sustainability? 

37. On scale 1 to 10, what is your attitude towards VC supporting the implementation of sustainability 

through consulting activities: e.g. utilizing expertise from VC’s network to solve specific 

problems? 

38. Has any of your VCs used these consulting activities to support your sustainability? 

39. On scale 1 to 10, what is your attitude towards VC supporting the implementation of sustainability 

through operating activities: e.g. active monitoring, controlling, day-to-day managing to increase 

sustainability? 

40. Has any of your VCs used these operating activities to support your sustainability? 

 

 

 

 

Questions for VC:  

 

Background 

1. Company name? 

2. If you prefer some industries in your fund, specify? No preference, SaaS/Software, Consumer 

products/services, Healthtech/Life science, AI, Fintech/Insurtech, New materials & sensors, ICT, 

Science/Research & development, HR/Recruitment, Consumer and corporate health/wellness, 

Connectivity, Hardware, Other 

3. In which stages you invest? 

a. Seed 

b. Series A 

c. Series B 

d. Series C or later 
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Level of ESG in portfolio 

4. Which one of the three definitions best describes the most recent fund at the moment? 

a. Fund reports how sustainability risks are integrated into their investment decisions and 

results of those risks. Not actively promoting sustainability. 

b. In addition to reporting risks & results of those, Fund promotes, among other 

characteristics, environmental or social characteristics. However, those are not objectives 

in the fund. 

c. In addition to reporting risks & results of those, Fund has sustainable investment as its 

objective or 

d. a reduction in carbon emissions as its objective. 

5. How do you measure the fund’s ESG-level? 

6. On scale 1 to 10, how would you describe your portfolios' total effect to environment? 1 strongly 

negative effect, 10 strongly positive 

7. Which group best describes the spread amongst portion of portfolio companies scoring close the 

total effect in previous question? Answer how well your portfolio companies match the total effect 

that you estimated in previous question. In example, in you have 10 portfolio companies and the 

environmental effect of 6 companies is significantly higher or lower than the total average, you 

answer that 40% of your portfolio match the total effect, therefore choose 31-50%. 

a. >71% of portfolio 

b. 51-70% 

c. 31-50% 

d. <31% 

8. On scale 1 to 10, how would you describe the social sustainability of your portfolio? 

9. Which group best describes the spread amongst portion of portfolio companies scoring close the 

total effect in previous question? Answer how well your portfolio companies match the total effect 

that you estimated in previous question. In example, in you have 10 portfolio companies and the 

social effect of 6 companies is significantly higher or lower than the total average, you answer that 

40% of your portfolio match the total effect, therefore choose 31-50%. 

a. >71% of portfolio 

b. 51-70% 

c. 31-50% 

d. <31% 

10. On scale 1 to 10, how would you describe the governmental sustainability of your portfolio?  

11. Which group best describes the spread amongst portion of portfolio companies scoring close the 

total effect in previous question? Answer how well your portfolio companies match the total effect 

that you estimated in previous question. In example, in you have 10 portfolio companies and the 

governmental effect of 6 companies is significantly higher or lower than the total average, you 

answer that 40% of your portfolio match the total effect, therefore choose 31-50%. 

a. >71% of portfolio 
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b. 51-70% 

c. 31-50% 

d. <31% 

12. Do you have allocated person(s) to ensure sustainability in your fund? 

a. Yes, dedicated person / team 

b. Yes, shared responsibility along other duties 

c. No 

13. Do you use sustainability-based targets as a condition/ term for new round of financing? If yes, 

specify what kind of measures 

Relationship with the VC 

14. Action 1/5: Name a sustainability-related action that has provided significant help to portfolio 

companies. 

15. On scale 1-10 how would you set the significance of that 1st task? 

1 low, 10 high 

 

16. Action 2/5: Name a sustainability-related action that has provided significant help to portfolio 

companies. 

17. On scale 1-10 how would you set the significance of that 2nd task? 

1 low, 10 high 

18. Action 3/5: Name a sustainability-related action that has provided significant help to portfolio 

companies. 

19. On scale 1-10 how would you set the significance of that 3rd task? 

1 low, 10 high 

20. Action 4/5: Name a sustainability-related action that has provided significant help to portfolio 

companies. 

21. On scale 1-10 how would you set the significance of that 4th task? 

1 low, 10 high 

22. Action 5/5: Name a sustainability-related action that has provided significant help to portfolio 

companies. 

23. On scale 1-10 how would you set the significance of that 5th task? 

1 low, 10 high 

24. In which of the sustainability-related challenges your portfolio companies have been longing for 

support from VCs? Name 3 the most significant challenges. 

25. On scale 1-10 how would you set the significance of each challenge mentioned in previous answer? 

E.g. 1st action: 9, 2nd action: 4, 3rd action: 7 

26. Specify any portfolio companies' sustainability challenges that you haven't had resources (time, 

knowledge, budget etc.) to solve? 

27. What kind of sustainability actions you have required from portfolio companies?  

a. Identifying of issues 
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b. Measurements (e.g. CO2, diversity) 

c. Policies (ESG, safety/health) 

d. Actions to improve sustainability 

e. Detection systems to notice fraud/ fault/ lack of sustainability 

f. Other actions 

28. In general, how would you define VCs role in startups sustainable development? Where should VCs 

help and how? Where are they most capable? 

29. In general, how would you define startups’ role in sustainable development? Where do startups need 

help? 

30. What kind of resources (time, knowledge, budget etc.) you have utilised to support startups' 

sustainability? 

31. What kind of resources you are planning to utilise in next 2 years to support startups' sustainability? 

 

Preferences to various supporting activities 

 

32. On scale 1 to 10, what is your preference of using mandating activities: e.g. condition for re-

funding, included in performance targets, incentives, contract terms etc. to support your portfolio 

companies to set sustainability-related goals? 1against, 10 in favor 

33. On scale 1 to 10, what is your preference of supporting the implementation of sustainability to your 

portfolio companies through recruiting activities: e.g. trying to recruit a sustainability specialist, 

recruiting people with strong sustainability background? 1 against, 10 in favor 

34. On scale 1 to 10, what is your preference of supporting the implementation of sustainability to your 

portfolio companies through strategising activities: e.g. by implementing sustainability to business 

concept or bringing sustainability as part of long-term planning? 1 against, 10 in favor 

35. On scale 1 to 10, what is your preference of supporting the implementation of sustainability to your 

portfolio companies through mentoring activities: e.g. providing coaching, guidance, motivation 

to solve sustainability-challenges? ? 1 against, 10 in favor 

36. On scale 1 to 10, what is your preference of supporting the implementation of sustainability to your 

portfolio companies through consulting activities: e.g. utilizing expertise from VC’s network to 

solve specific problems? ? 1 against, 10 in favor 

37. On scale 1 to 10, what is your preference of supporting the implementation of sustainability to your 

portfolio companies through operating activities: e.g. active monitoring, controlling, day-to-day 

managing to increase sustainability? ? 1 against, 10 in favor 

 

 

Interviews 

 

Startup 
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Intro 

- Permission to record the interview? 

- What is on your table related to ESG right now? 

- Sustainability management – viewpoint on how sustainability should be managed in a company? 

- You have been asked to review the significance of different actions and challenges. Which criteria 

you have used to evaluate the significancy? 

Questions based on survey data 

1. Resources provided by VCs (Table 5) 

a. Which of these would be useful to solve the sustainability challenges? 

2. Actions used by investors (Table 6) 

a. Which of these actions your VCs have used? 

3. Actions used by investors (Table 6) 

a. Which would help to increase your sustainability? 

4. Challenges portfolio companies face (Table 4) 

a. Which of these correspond to the challenges you are facing? 

5. Actions to overcome challenges 

a. What kind of actions you have taken to overcome the challenges you are facing? 

[challenges answered by the startup shown] 

6. Lacking resources to meet challenges 

a. What are the themes/ challenges your investors haven’t been able to support you with? 

7. A few questions about startup’s answers in the survey, to clarify what they had answered. Company-

specific.  

8. Elaborate the rating you have given for various supporting actions (mandating, recruiting, 

strategizing, consulting, mentoring, operating) in the survey? 

 

 

VC 

 

Intro 

- Permission to record the interview? 

- Fund size? 

- What is on your table related to ESG right now? 

- Sustainability management – viewpoint on how sustainability should be managed in a company? 

- You have been asked to review the significance of different actions and challenges. Which criteria 

you have used to evaluate the significancy? 

- Have your portfolio companies filled out the FVCA’s template? 

 

Questions based on survey data 

 

1. Challenges portfolio companies face (Table 4) 

a. Which of these challenges you would have resources to solve? 
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2. Resources provided by VCs (Table 5) 

a. Which of these correspond to the resources you have? 

3. Actions used by investors (Table 6) 

a. Which of these actions you have used? 

4. Actions used by investors (Table 6) 

a. Which would help to increase your portfolio companies’ sustainability? 

5. Actions to overcome challenges 

a. What kind of actions you have taken to overcome the challenges your portfolio companies 

are facing? [challenges answered by the VC shown] 

6. A few questions about startup’s answers in the survey, to clarify what they had answered. Company-

specific.  

7. Elaborate the rating you have given for various supporting actions (mandating, recruiting, 

strategizing, consulting, mentoring, operating) in the survey? Have you used these with your 

portfolio companies? 

 

Experts (a collection of all questions, experts had a various set of questions. Questions marked with * 

all experts have responded) 

 

1. How significant you think VCs find ESG?* 

2. How significant you think startups find ESG?* 

3. Do investors try to push sustainability themes to startups through mandating activities? 

a. Have you seen any of these in contracts? 

4. How do you believe the existing & future SFDR regulation will affect VCs’ and startups’ 

behaviour?* 

a. How ready and capable VCs are to face the changes?* 

b. How ready and capable startups are to face the changes?* 

c. Through which ways the VC tries to implement the reporting to startups? 

d. How FIVA (the Finnish financial regulator) has participated? Have they aimed at educating 

the market? 

5. How do you support you clients related to sustainability? [understanding the point of view to VCs 

and startups] 

6. Challenges portfolio companies face (Table 4) 

a. Which of these are the most important to the startups? 

7. Actions used by investors (Table 6) 

a. Which would be the most important actions for a startup having less advances operations 

related to sustainability? 

8. Actions used by investors (Table 6) 

a. Which would be the most important actions for a startup having more advances operations 

related to sustainability? 
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9. Resources provided by VCs (Table 5) 

a. Which of these you believe VCs have possibilities to provide? 

10. Which of the various supporting actions (mandating, recruiting, strategizing, consulting, mentoring, 

operating) are best ones to improve the sustainability of a startup? 

 


